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'

TICKET MAKING PROGRESSES
IN
THE
STATE
CAPITOL
A LIST OF POSSIBILITIES

TRIAL
FOR
FARMERS LOANS, AGRICUL- SENSATIONAL
ALLEGED MURDER OF
TURAL OPERATIONS, MILIHUSBAND WAS COMPLETTARYAND
EXECUTIVE
ED FRIDAY NIGHT; JURY
BUDGET MAKES NEARLY
OUT HOUR AND QUARTER
$200,000
L

At a meeting held in the Paris
Theatre in connection with the regular program 168 people subscribed
to war savings stamps in
$11,896.20
15 minutes.
Following an eloquent
appeal by Col. D. C. Collier, Frank
Andrews acted as auctioneer in behalf of the Santa Fe retail merchants
war savings stamp campaign This
is said to be a record for a city
of this size. Chief Justice R, H.
Hanna and Col. Jose D. Sena, asJ
sisted a committee of ladies in collecting the subscriptions. The Liberty Chorus, lead by Mrs. Ralph M.
the
rend1 red
Star
Henderson,
Spangled Banner and patriotic airs
of the Allies.

'
'
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agent

At

for

twelve

nearly

o'clock

1'riday

$lH6..27.7fi has been ex-- ; ';e.1 that a verdict of first degre
as is shown bv the accom-- 1 murder is not to be considered Judge

panying recapitulation. R1 port show,
that the council dealt in scrds to
(farmers to a large cxieut A further'-'
statement from the commission givin;j details of the varied nctiv'tirs
bv which 'cv M sica has been kept
in close touch with the progress of
tl'e war ami which has had mm
do with the remarkable
showing;
which lias been made in supporting.
war relief am! the many patriotic
drives is understood to be in courser
of pnparation by members oi the
'
commission.
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Recapitulation
War Certificates sold ..

$225 ,000.00

Expense of administration $18,707.76
38
Loans to farmers outsaniliiig
Balance military account ... 30,012.05
49.388 42
Agricultural operations
Seed and agriculture supplies
22.801.lSi
on hand
Cash with state treasurer . . 38.67224
.

$225,000,000.

Banjamin F. Pankay, tha cattleman, is shows by tha news to Im in tba laad with instructed!
dalagations to tha Republican itata contention.
t

SPECIAL TRAINING FOR
EIGHTH GRADE GRADUATES

and favorable
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election means joy at Washingenemy, and the party or the committee making such accusation will
ton and gloom in Berlin. Davies
be
guilty in that very act of the
defeat means gloom at Washingworst kind of disloyalty.
ton and joy at Berlin.'
We have a heavy load to haul Let us.
MAKES REPUBLICAN
"I regard this as an infamous pros- - as far as possible,
hitch up both
all
of
patriotic proprieties our
j titution
horses and have them
and the grossest violation of the both political
used, unhampered, freely to pull
the this load, each striving to see which
POSITION VERY PLAIN plainest civil duty, worthy of
severest condemnation of all Ameri- can pull the harder.
cans. In this crisis, when all paSincerely yours,
triots are striving to bring to the
WILL H. HAYS."
aid of the country's cause every
OF MESSAGES resource in men and material, when
EXCHANGE
M. WH1TLOCK
thousands of Republican and Demo- REV. J.
BETWEEN HIM AND SEC- cratic
BY GREAT REAPER
CALLED
side
are
side,
by
dying,
boys
RETARY TUMULTY SHOWS when both political parties are loyal,
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock-funersuch conduct is immeasurably represervices were conducted at
INFAMOUS REQUESTS OF hensible. iFrom such action it is
and 1 regret to say it, that the Presbyterian church by Rev J.
DEMOCRATIC POLITICIANS evident,
Hamblin
for Rev. John M
W.
these Democratic leaders will go to
"" w.h
any length to carry the Senate and Wk. nf "m
a! tl,(' l,om.f of h?
House. Such unpatriotic efforts to,U
Mr. ai',J;
INCW
lliltl - jnse the war for partisan purpose, an,
lOTK,
pi. irfs Jllrtr
,
,,.,.,,,. .
" -- "
man Will n. nays, ot tne Kepuuiie-- ; must tail. Mini ineviianie taiiiire
an National Committee, means what wn indicated bv the Wisconsin re were laKl to rest m tne I'.urvi-Mrs.
Whitlurk
he says when he says the Republican sn
jt was further shown in the cenie'ery Rev. and
and i' iui'hl"r Miss Cordelia were
party is not indulging in any "back Michigan primary, and it will he
consult
Fe
Paula
to
to
physipolitics to win the coming clnsivelv proven in the Maine
elections, but is con- - jinn next week. The American people cians recrardine- h'ev. W'hitlock's poor
the war health resulting from pomaiiv
d'H ting a campaign that is free from wj not to'crate it. This
r ou t a vear
and from
a,r
s'lhttrftipe is evidenced hv a letter r.t nr notitirnl nartv This is the
he today sent to Joseph P. Tumulty, peoples war. and we demand that the which he neve:- cop;plctelv recovcr- lie lenl out of nartisan politics en
?eeretarv to President Wilson.
He was born at las Vciras. Tune
be V' ot out m
The letter wss written in reply to and that
.11
lie spent the , arlv
l.W wh-the
for
ask
we
what
And
war.
the
sent
Tiimnltv
a telecranl
Secretary
of Ivs voi.il, with his parent,
S ptctnber 11 to Chairman llavs at party in power we irrevocably pled ;e P.irt
Dr. J. M. Whitlock and Anna J.
It was an for ourVelves."
bis Indianapolis address.
v,:!ork. He was married Tulv 17.
inanirv recarding the veracitv of a
Second, as to the imperative neces- IS'O;.t Holmaii to Miss Margarita
newspaper report of remarks Chair- sity of a vigorous pros; cm ion of VaMe- - and is survived bv his wife.
man Hays was alleged to have made the war and a conclusive peace onlv, Mrs. Whitlock and
daughter Miss
?t a conference of Republican state and the need of a Republican con- CoHelia
Whitlock. of I.innberion.
chairmen held in Chicago on Labor gress to that end. and in connection and five other children Mrs C.
Day. Immediately upon sending the with a discussion of the candidacy Holmp11.Cabe.70n,
Mrs. B. C. Hernan-d"- ,
telegram Secretary Tumulty gave it of Mr. Ford in the Republican prim- Thirteen cases against W. C, Kelly,
M. S. GROVES BECOMES A
Santa Fe. Mrs. J. Amador,
to the newspapers, before Mr. Hays arv in Michigan and his statement
.CANDIDATE FOR REELECTION Kansas City bond broker, alleging
Marline-- . T'erra
Mrs.
Phil
J.
a candidn'e,
as to why lie tifcam
had received it.
the fraduh-- it acceptance of payment
Amari'la and on Charles Whitlock,
At that time Chairman Has was and while reviewing the service Re
M. S. Groves, for seven years a of two series of .state bonds will be
near
resides
who
Albuquerque.
in Washington, at a hotel within a publicans in congress rendered the
man of hh'h member of the state corporation tried in the district court of Santa
Rev. Wlo'loel; was
few blocks of the White House. He major war measures wliieh were
and
honored
by all commission, about half of which time- Fe court v now- in session. District
respected
ideals,
leaders
of Secretaryc posed bv the Democratic
first . apprised
lea In
tte.g in the
knew him an his t'rietid.-- . were he has been the chairman, has :n'- Indue I
.
.u- -r , r:i:.n.. Af.
-1:
... 1...
.
m,
0. y nairma,,
of Keel 11. Holloman.
lummtvs teerram ny ream..
He served 10 years as .super- - noimcc. his candidacy tor reclecleui - ease irstei:
puM'Attorney Catron & Catron and A.
Without waiting for the telegram cnatrman ot
H. Rcnchan retained by the defendsion School in Las Vegas and after can convention.
I
said.
and
others.
from
he
Indianapolis committee,
to
relayed
ant entered a demurrer before
(,naincd into the ministry.'to him,, he called up Secretary . "We demand the most vigorous sorvi., 7 VPars
DEFENSE COUNCIL HEARS
c.hv charging that
,r of the Preludge
mit,
rnnv of proscedtion of the war and a peace .nvieriiin
.
Tnmultv and . asked that
LABOR SHORTAGE IS REAL
cot set up anv offense
. .
at Tao, an, yo vears
culfch
.1- .teletrram be- sent to him in Wasrt-- ;
the
.
.r.tnrv A Rennhliran concres' ,n .1..
. The bonds imobed in the suit amount
im-- AaiUC CrtdSllV
lilt
.wi.i
1 he seriousness 01 uic snniu
to ab mt SCo.OOn.
opon receipt 01
.jj. mcans a war congress, ana we pieuge , ,.. c,,.r(.h at Lumherton .The pas ington.
Chairman Hays issued the following our candidates to be men who are sills
man icaVes labor is clearly hown in a tclegrapn
. of . tnjs poD
iWty
:
.
un- i
who will
ATTORNEY f.FNF.RAL GIVES
e.inrpmolv nrft-- mpriraii
ia ronnrt iitf rprfivt'd bv tnr
reply
.
.... .
.
D. C.
Wsahington,
OPINION ON MINE TAX
give the country's all for the winning
,n lcartf(,1t ,vmpathv Mexico council of defense from the;
1918.
12.
r.
nse.
stam
ini
det.
will
September
of the war now. and who
in the state goes council of national
of ,rorc, of
ot de- Hon. Joseph P. Tumulty.
irrevocably against any peace based, OH, to ,he y iff stricken family.
Attorney general Harry 1. Patton
port shows Utah state councl
White House.
'fense stopped construction work on imvc an opinion this week at the
on a compromise of principles which
i
would violate American rights.
Washington. D. C,
ia theatre building in Salt Lake City reqn st of .1. F. Saint member of
STATE SENDS 350 MEN
commission that the
Dear Mr, Tumulty:
tewsts and honor, and make of our
TO LABOR FOR THE WAR and in spite of the fact mat tne :au- the state
I
I have your telegram. On Septem- sacrifice a sacrilege to ne mane again
ln rtmldinir trades council protes- present mine tax law is nnconstitit- labor
I
a
attended
I hone and
ber 2nd. in Chicago,
tiopal
Over 300 men have been sent from' ted there was 110 shortage
by our
H hoffls that mining property is
meeting of the Association of Re- trust the Democratic party will work New Mexico to work in the D11P0111 in Salt Lake City, ltic co' icn 01
its
ol
the
called
action
Cbairmen
by
the same token."
publican State
'placed in a separate class thus dtt-- !
munitions plants at Nashville. Tenn national defense upheld
by
and is issuing ,ieiV criminating against all o'h"r for'tis
president and attended by fifteen of
Recognizino as we all do that there from Santa Fe. San Miguel. Colfay.lthe t'tah council
such chairmen. At that meetntg I will alwavs he politics. I am plepsed Chaves and Bernalillo counties.
Unsanctions authorizing stale c uiu- - of property.
made remarks referring in a general to advise you what I said to these
The New Mexico law tastes thj
Alout 50 men have been sent to His of defense to stop all
output and therefore the income frort
way to the length to which Dem- Republican State Chairmen, because
to work on double tracking sary building contrnctiou
!
the property
ocratic leaders are going in their I insist that our politics be open and r.r'roads for the government.
mines rather th:
self.
efforts to .control the Senate and acknowledged and on a plane and
The New Mexico state advisory ALL COUNTIES BUT TWO
VALUATION
irrevocable
TAX
REPORT
House; and also as to the
of a character that needs no. subter- board of the V. S. Employment ser-- j
OAINPAII nN INrRFASF.
stand of the Republican farty for
ondav to
fuge, and that .there be no political vice met in Albuquerque
and
war
of
BUT STILL NOT ENOUGH
the
and Vint a re counties
labor-touches
of
means
that
Guadalupe
vigorous prosecution
in
consider
j
recruiting
anything
partisanship
not
against an inconclusive peace.
ers with the b ast disturbance of in-- ! are the only ones which have
war.
the
For the pa-- t 22 mouths or sine
I did not use the words quoted in
reported the valuations for asscssFurther.! now take the opportunity dustry in the state. ,
then, to
October 19' h there has been a de- -'
Present at this meeting were D A ment purposes to the tax commission
your telegram.' What I saidwhich
to
directly and to the
you
appeal
I
figures are ficiencv of 9.22 inches in rainfall for
which I now reaffirm and
director of the 'this year. The Santa
Democratic organization, as I long McPherson, .state
shall continue to declare, was subs- ago din in myi repily to Colonel United States employment
service, being prepared and will amount to New Mexico.
tWl.000
making an
Since the first of the year there
like $11
tantially as follows:
George Harvey's letter, to Join with J. M. Sully, of Santa Rita, general something
the
First, as to the means resorted us in this effort to keep partisanship manager of the Chino Copper co , increase of $700,000 ovef last year ihas been more rain in the state,
total deficiency since January 1st
to by certain Democratic leaders to out of the war and the war out of T. H. O linen of Dawson, manager
The eastern part
1.59 inches.
This is no time of the Stag Canyon branch of the STATE UNIVERSITY BUYS
get votes, I said:
politics.
E. B.
NATIONAL GUARD LUMBER of the state has suffered more thi
"In the special election in Wiscon- partisan
The world is on Phelps-Dodg- e
corporation:
little
for
things.
sin, the Democratic machine leaders fire.
(year from lack of water than the
Our duty to our soldiers, Carr, president of the state federaundenied measured
published advertisements,
their marvelous accom- tion of labor: W. G. Clarkson, of The state council of defense conof rest.
by
solmine templates selling to the university
since by them, addressed to the
plishments and their supreme service, Gallup, secretary of : the united
"standing in UNIVERSITY NEEDS MONEY
diers at Camp Grant,. as follows:
the magnitude of the task ahead for workers of America and J. H. Wag- New Mexico the lumber
assembling camp , TO PREPARE WAR STUDENTS
consenational
the
member
state
of
the
guard
incalculable
nd
ner,
the
at
us
Soldiers
Wisconsin
all,
To the
Albuquerque. The original cost
April
quence of the result, alt cry out for advisory council and director of the near
Camp Grant: Tuesday,
A committee of Albuquerque citi-en- s
was $15,000 and a former sale realized
polipublic service reserves.
second, you are entitled to vote the fullest cooperation. Let notaccusfor
bid
the
called on the governor this week
has
now
The
is
$1,500.
board
university
A
labor
'community
for United States Senator from tical parties spend their time when
to ask for emergency appropriations
organized, either completely or ' in remainder $3,500.
Wisconsin to succeed Senator
ing 'each other of disloyalty
from the state war fund for the
both are loyal. I urge that there be part, in every county.
Paul O. Husting. President Wil-oWelded ships sans rivets are sym- University of New Mexico for shop,
from
T. J. Molmari is helping
of
accusation
Captain
Commander-in-Chie- f,
disloyality
no
your
of the unity of the free Allies -- nmnroent for the 250 students who
either one side or the other in this to form boards in the Pecos valley bolic
desires all loyal Americans to
U of one piece and all for one have entered, training at army en
while
will
time
accusation
at
Such
assisting
give
for
tie
present
Davies
E.
campaign.
ote for Joseph
gineers there this year.
peace. Brooklyn Eagle,
totally false impression to the in recruiting for the army.
United States Senator. Daviei

''

j

j

Holloman allowed the prosecution
and defense two hours each of arguwas given
ment. Additional evid-nc- e
by Harry S. Bowman, fiu'hric Smith
and Frank Staplin regarding Case's
Dr. Massie was
mental condition.
also called and gave testimony tend-into show that Mrs. Case dit, not
raise the shot gun to her shoulder
.; 't it'.; 1l1.1t this was proved by body
bruises which he examined the day
after the shooting.
The ei!"iicc so far produced includes the admission by the defendant that on February 21, 1018, she
shot Ray Harlan Case, her htmband,
with a shot gun at their apartments
Ave. in Santa Fe.
on Manhattan
Under examination
by district atII.
Crist, she testified that
torney J
she could not remember pulling the
trigger.
Tending to show that Case had been
at times unbalanced several physicians and others testified as to his
condition. These included Dr. A. J.
Staunton of Denver, who declared the
man had suffered from a fixed illusion. Dr. James A. Massie, who
gave his opinion that Case had become a paranoiac, Dr. A. C. Hoffman of Deming, who was physician
to Mr. and Mrs. Case in 1916, when
they resided there, stated he believed
Case eccentric.
Dr. Henry Towne Safford of EI"
Paso, gave evidence corroborating;
this view, as did J. K. Case, a brother,
of Deming. Ursula de Romero, who
worked in their home, declared on
the witness stand that her employer
appeared unbalanced, as did Mrs.
Herleth of Santa Fe, one of the first
to join Mrs. Case after the shoot-

have been made
Arrangements
whereby registrants may enter and
continue courses heretofore begun in
certain educational institutions in the
State designated by the War Department as training schools for the
Students' Army Training Corps. The
schools in this State which have been
designated are the A. & M. College
at Las Cruces, New Mexico, State
University at Albuquerque and the
New Mexico Military Institute at
ing.
Roswell.
Mrs. Case as principal witness said
Registrants who are qualified for
and
are
service
that her htlshand had repeatedly
gra
general military
duates ot the eigntn grade or nign-- , threatened her life and that of her
er will be inducted into the service three sons, who are between 17 and
and have schooling and military! 22 years of age, and had on one
training until such time as they are occassion awakened her in the night,
called for active servic
Any rcg-- ; challenging her to a duel and placistrants being interested in continu-- ! ing a pistol in her hand. She said
she told him to shoot, which ap'
V
fining should parently unnerved him.
e
n
addre,s the President or Other incidtnts tending to show
.
c
i,.nt ,,f on.. 0f the above that he had hern irrational were related. During the progress of the
named institutions.
irial Attorney Crist had the bed room
Yours tru v
id which the shooting occurred reR.
Riun.
Captain V. S. A constructed hv contractor A. Rein-- 1
ar.li in the courtroom and Sheriff
(Vbo I.ope lay upon the bed to
NEW MEXICO GENEROUSLY
he found
GIVES TO WAR'S DEMAND how the position inof whichroom were
the
the body pictures
i.
bit.-,to the iurv
.11
maii stale rhair- - e
Judge Reel
Sheriff Lopez testified that No. 7
man tor .New .Mexico, wnu was
found in a pool of blood
Oi..t
were
cent visitor to I enlral leoeiiy 1.0.111 - and brains on the floor
near the
Kansas
espresin
City,
headquarters
Led
oilier testimony was adduced
cd himself as confident that hi- - part
- 10 whether a pistol was lying, on
of the Tenth Federal Reserve
floor near the dead man's hand.
tritt will go over the lop, reirarrl- - the
Mrs Case .ippiar.d calm throughout
less of the size of the quota lor
New Mexico comities that eventually ill. trial
will he fixed. Nw Mexico has re-COMES UP
pondsd more than getieroiis.y to KELLY BOND CASE
FOR HEARING AT SANTA FE
every war work. I'.on.i milium.

CHAIRMAN HAYS

d

n,

Brice. disbursing

legislature
pcud'-'f- ,

ng-to-

.

R

ihe Council of Defense, has submit-- ; night the jury in the trial of Mrs.
ted a n port of its operations from Case returned a verdict of not guilty.
May 11, 1917. to May 31st, 1018, to1 Judge Holloman thanked the jury
Governor Lindsey A. E. James made in a short speech saying ti.e comthe audit.
munity appreciates the decision.
Of the 7.'0O()0 impropriated by the' Instructing th
inry ii' the Caen

Ticket making talked of in' the
capital shows increasing activity in NEW MEXICO GUARD
both

frr-vir-

MRS. MAUD R. CASE

WAR EXPENDITURES

FIFTEEN MINUTES

parties
COMMISSIONS AWARDED
Senate ProspecU '
has
now
Walton
Congressman
Commissions to the rank of
about a third of the democratic will be sent from the .office captain
of Adstate convention delegates pledged
General James Baca to Michael
to nominate him for United States jutant
McT.
Nash, M. R. Johnstone, J.
Laughlin and Fred Clayton of AlbuChief Justice Richard H. Hanna querque.
They are to report to
appears to have prevailed on party Major C. M. Barber of the First
leaders not to urge him for the Senate Battalion of the New Mexico Home
and is the mpst likely democratic Guards.
candidate for the state bench.
Officers for the new companies at
Judge Granville A. Richardson of Tierra Amanita and Taos will be
At Taos,
commissioned as follows.
Roswell is less heard of for the
and C. L. Tallmadge of So- William H. Bates, captain, E. S.'Bark-e- r,
Demosthenes
and
first lieutenant
corro has definitely gained only one
delegation, that of his home county. Martinez, second lieutenant. At TieEx Gov. M. A. Otero continues to rra Amarilla, Antonio A. Rivera is
be discussed by many leading dem- named captain, Carlos Manzanares
ocrats and while it is said he does first lieutenant and J. R. Martinez,
not desire the nomination very few Jr., second lieutenant.
take that denial seriously and he
remains a strong possibility and one BATTLE PLANE TO BE SEEN
of the "hopes" by which the Jones
WHILE DRIVE IS ON
men rely on defeating Walton.
On the Republican side Albert B.
Organizers for the Fourth Liberty
Fall is the only Senate candidate Loan
drive for New Mexico are admentioned. His activities in the Sen- vised that the
plans to
ate and his past tecord are being ex- end a big battlegovernment
n
plane from fc.ll
ploited by the Republicans everyField near Houston, Texas, to
where and they seem assured that he Denver passing over several New
will be the convention nominee.
patrio-- j
Mexico cities to stimulate
The Governorship
during the drive.
As to governor,
the Democrats tism
Dates and the schedule for the
have put forward Elmer E. Veeder,
may be announced within a
Felix Garcia and present state treas- flight
week.
urer H. L. Hall. The latter is understood not to want the nomination1,
but is willing to run for treasurer $3,500,000 IS LOANED
TO STOCKMEN IN MONTH
a .fain. No other Democrat has been
spoken of prominently for treasurer.
That stockmen in that portion of
Robert E. Putney and B. K. D.
Sellers, both of Albuquerque came New Mexico included in the Dallas
at their federal reserve district received
out for the governorship
in cattle loans for the month
county convention.
Republican possibilities for govern- ending Aug: 15 is the statement of
K.
I'ankcv. Sam Lawder, manager of tlu: El Paso
or itrclude Benjamin
Renigno C. Hernandez, Governor W. federal reserve branch in an address
E Lindsey and F.'ltiardo Otero, who before the New Mexico bankers as- l,ke Hall of the Democrats is said sociation at Santa Fe Tuesday.
not to desire the honor. In the fast
week J. A Aguilar of Mora. Tom BOYS AND GIRLS CLUBS HAVE
Burns of Rio Arriba and O. A. Larra-olINCREASED IN MEMBERSHIP
who has previously been put
appear to have general support
Because the Boys and Girls Clubs
Nominees for Congress
of New M'xico now enrolled 5.500
of
Republican leaders an- talking
while there were only 800 members
putting up Lindsey for Congress and last year special preparations for the
seeker
a
be
is
to
known
I.urrazolo
encampment, of their representatives
for the nlace nrovided he can ,ret during
the 'teachers' convention at
neither the nomination for governor Albuquerque Thanksgiving week arc
nor supreme couit justice
of
A big attendance
made
Antonio l.orero is still the chief being
teachers is expected.
democratic .probability for congressman, rgore so since Walton has for- SIGNS FOR STATE ROADS
and is out for
saken
NEW DESIGN ALL METAL
the senatorship.
For tha Supreme Court
The road from Roswell via Half- WithHannaas the democratic provability. Howard L. Bicklev of Raton way road house to Vaughn will prob-to
and Judge McClure of Roswell are ably be the first state highway
sign
being considered and Harry I.. Pat-to- be signboarded with tlie new
commis- present attorney general, are authorized by the highway
nosion.
Suptrintenthe
County Highway
rfemocratic possibilities for
dent. Davidson is this week going:
mination.
Herbert F. Raynolds, district judge over the route and locating places
t Albuquerque, has announced his for the new all metal markers.
candidacy for the supreme be ch as
has former attorney general Frank 312 MILES OF GOOD ROADS
W. Clancy and Judge D. J. Leahy is
PLANNED, MANY WORKING
sid to be willing.
A report from the office of the
The Land Office
W. M. Atkinson has many friends state engineer James A. French
who urge his nomination for land shows that 683 men are now employon the democratic ed on road work. Two horse teams
commissioner
ticket. George Davisson also of the to the number of 180 and 36-- 4 horse
Pecos Valley is a very active candi- teams are at work. Bids were opdate.
ened on August 31 for the conJ. R. Aguilar is willing to be nomin- struction of 21.8 miles of roadway
ated for land commissioner by the from Tucumcari to Monfoya in Quay
Republicans.
county, a federal aid project. On September 16' bids will be opened on
Secretary of State
Lorenzo Delgdo of San Miguel state road No. 21 of 15.5 miles in
comes out this week as a Republican Mora county, from Ocate northward.
A program embracing 312 miles of
possibility for state secretary with
the backing among, others of Secun-in- o gtraveled surfaced, crowned road has
Romero who is said to seek no been adopted by the state highway
special honors for himself in this commission and a large portion of
election.
it aproved by the governor, which is
Francisco Dcleado' also of Santa to pay 50 per cent of the cost. WithFe is a possible democratic no- in national forests of the state 195.5
minee, with Adolph P. Hill, now as- miles of roadway are to be built with
sistant secretary, and Juan J. Duran federal aid.
of Union county also in the running.
mination for aulitor and Jonathan
For Attorney General
Who the Republicans will nominate H. Wagner for-- superintendent of
for attorney general will probably bo instruction on the Republican ticket.
determined by the success or lack of Democrats have had little to say
success of some of their members about nominees for these places.
Edwin F. Coard. present chief clerk,
in obtaining other places on the
ticket. T. B. Catron who announced is mentioned as Republican candidate
himself first as willing to run for the for corporation commissioner. D. J.
Senate, may possibly turn up as an Finnegan is the only one conspicuously put forward by the Dem'
aspirant.
so far in this connection.
Harry L. Patton b assumed as thef. ocrats
Neither newspapers nor politicians
democratic nominee to succeed
though Howard L. Bickley of hare said much about the lieutenant
Raton might take his place on the governorship.
Two Republican county conventicket.
tions have instructed their delegates
State Treamrrershlp
W.D. Murray cf Silver City is said to rote for Beniamin F. Pankey for
to be the most likely Republican governor. San Jnan county with 14
candidate for treasurer and H. L. delegates went on record for Pankey
Hall, if he is not persuaded to run and it is understood that sixteen
for governor on the democratic side, delegates from Curry will be either
formally instructed or will b a Pan-ke- y
will be their nominees.
deleffprJom.
Ed Sargent is in the field (or .o--

JURY IN TRIAL OF

REPORTS ON YEAR'S

ASSEMBLY OF DELEGATES. SANTA FE CITIZENS AT THE
BALLY
SHOW
PICTURE
TO NOMINATE TEN STATE
MAKE A RECORD FOR A
OFFICERS AND TWO NACITY OF THIS SIZE IN
TIONAL CALLED BY THE
STAMP BUYING
CHAIRMAN
The republican state convention
will be held here the first day of
October. Chairman George R. Craig,
through authority of a special convention date committee, appointed at
the meeting of the state central committee in Santa Fe, has decided on
the, time and the call was accordingly issued yesterday by chief clerk
Jose D. Sena,
The Democratic convention will begin on Thursday, Sept. 20.
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REV. I. S. M'ELROY,

JR.

LADY WILLINGDON

U.S. BLOCKS HUN

MACEDONIAN LINE

DRIVE OPENED

PEACE SCHEME

CAPTURE 3,000 BULGARIANS
AC
DEFENSES CRUMBLE BEFORE
SWEEPING THRUST.

.

AUSTRIAN PROPOSAL REJECTED
BY LANSING THIRTY MINUTES
AFTER NOTE ARRIVES.

ON BULGARIANS

POWERFUL ALLIED ATTACK
BE REPLY TO
"PEACE" NOTE.

TO

AUSTRO-HUN-GARIA-

Wettaro Newspaper Union Nw 8m vim.

tanddn, Sept.

Serbian and
French troopx continued the offenBlvp
in Macedonia and have progressed
more than five mlh'H, according to
Kerhlan
official Htutement received
here. The advancing allies have
an important heries of ridges.
The allied troops have captured more
lhan 2,000 prisoners and twenty-fouguns. Their casualties were light.
The allies are moving forward on
a front of more than twelve miles and
bave taken the village of Gradesh-nitsa- ,
twenty miles east of Mnnastir.
A
division Is fighting with
the Serbs and French, and has reai
Kozlak, the most important position
In lie region of the offensive.
1
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NEGOTIATIONS UNTIL THE
WORLD'S AUTOCRATIC POWERS ARE CRUSHED."

"NO

'.'i

t

.

ll

r

hi-.- J

Rev. I.aac Stuart
McElroy, Jr,
pastor of the Presbyterian church
Sulphur Springs, W. Va.( who
Miss Alice Wilson In the
He is planning to go,
White House.
within a year, to Japan to do mission- try work.

,t

New York. Never was single
a more transitory state than
when It rested upon Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Wendell Verity, Jr., and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry E. Frost, all of Rockvllle
Center, Long Island. The dates mark- Ing the beginning and conclusion of
its sojourn are ns follows:
Natalie Crane Verity
June 10-- Mrs.
wins a divorce from her husband.
Mrs. Bath Edna Frost is named aa

METZ

j

Fat

tters, grasaers, choice $14.00 & 15.00
to prima
Fat steers, graaeers. good
to choice . ..;
11.00013.50

Fat steers, graaaers, fair to
good
Heifers,
prima a, . 1. .. ..
flu,- cows! fair to good
.Vw"- - m,a,ul" to
Bun.'
Veal calves WW'.'!..
reeaers, good to cnolct. ...
Feeders, fair to good
Htockera. aood to choice..
MockerB, fair to good
titockers, medium to fair..
I

June 10 Henry E. Frost wins a divorce from Mrs. Ruth Edna Frost.

OF GERMANY.

-

d

beautiful Lady Wlllingdon
daughter of Lord Brassey, and wife of
Lord Freeman Thomas Willingdon, who
has been governor of Bombay since
1913, and is first lord in waiting to his
majesty, George

MACHINISTS WARNED

latlli;

ss

Huge,

Good hogs

Weatern Newpuper Union Ncwi Service.

Amsterdam, Sept. 1(1. Austro-Hungarian government invites all belligerent governments to meet In a neutral place at a time to bff determined
to "secure an expression of views
w hich would show w hether those prerequisites exist which would make
the speedy inauguration of peace negotiations appear promising." The pro- Ua for a
to send
I""
l1,',Hl
'1''le'l,,'K
a "confidential and
,,l,1,linK uiKcuxslon on the basis
Hip conclusion of peace."
11
suggests there be no interruption
ar,h
Tlle
'y See and all
neuirai nations also will be not net!
An official statement
from Vienna
making the above announcement has
been received here.

fr

BOMBARD

WMttrs Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.
DENVER MARKET,
bless-edne-

VICTORY
BRINGS
PERSHING'S
AMERICANS TO THRESHOLD

Weitern WwKpaprr t'nion Nw Service.

8.

v

YANKS

QUOTATIONS

York Couples.

SERBIAN ARMY,
AIDED BY FRENCH, TAKE
THREE STRONGHOLDS.

REORGANIZED

WILSON TERMS STATED

MARKET

Single Blessedness Is Transitory
in Case of Two New

M:N PUSH AHEAD

HAIG

.lugo-Sla-

SWITCH WIVES AND
ALL ARE PLEASED

Washington, Sept. IT. Launching of
an offetiHive on the Bulgarians on the
Suloniki front by the reorganized Serb
ian army, in cooperation with French
forces, and the capture of three
strongly fortified Bulgarian positions
ia announced in an official Serbian
communication received from Saloniki.
The positions taken are Teak, .Vetre- nik, 'Dobropolie and the mountain
which the Bulgars had held for
f
the past two and
years, and
were regarded as their strongest
places.
The guns of Metz, chief defensive
work on the western frontier of Germany, and one of the strongest fortresses in the world, and the guns of
the American artillery were engage'd
in a mighty duel Monday.
American cannon are blasting the
gigantic web of railways centering at
Metz with a storm of steel, while the
German guns have taken the advanced
positions, gained in the American
drive, under their fire.
The Americans thus have liberated
from the grasp of the Hun territory
aggregating more than 250 square
miles in area.
The Americans extended their gains
between the Meuse and Moselle rivers
on Sunday, advancing two miles on a
frpnt,
Norroy and Vllecy (tbe latter only
about fourteen miles from Metz) are
in American hands and patrols are re
ported to hae advanced far ahead of
General Pershing's main force.
The Americans now hold n utraleht
line In front of Metz, running from a
road, near
point on the Verdun-EtaiAbaucotirt to the Moselle near Vllecy.
Austrian prisoners captured by the
Americans are bitter in their denunci
ation of the Germans. They accuse
the Germans of leaving them In the
lurch. Austrian officers declare they
were not warned of the American at
tack and that repeated requests for
ammunition were Ignored. The Ger- mans, they add, gave their entire attention to extricating themselves from
the salient.
The number of German airmen has
suddenly increased tremendously, but
is still Insufficient to meet the British,
French and American forces. Tons o;
bombs are being dropped on the German military positions far in the rear.
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amd Urala Market.

Uenver, Carload Price.)
Hay.
Buying iJrlces. . 23. 00 24.00
Colorado, upland, per ton.
Nebraska upland, per ton. 23.00024.00
l'rairle hay, Colorado and
20 00Q 21.00
Nebraska, per ton
23.004 25.00
Timothy, per ton..
20.00 4j 22.00
Alfalfa, per ton
Boutta Park, per ton
2S.OO(25.00
Uunntson Valley, per ton.. 23.0024.00
S.00& 6.00
btraw, per ton
Urala.
Oata, Nebraska, 100 lbs., buying. . .12.30
2.25
Colorado oata, bulk, buying
3.40
Corn chop, sack, selling
3.35
Corn in suck, selling
3.34
Gluten feed, sacked, selling
limn, Colo., per 100 lbs., selling... 1.30
Flour.
lbs., sacked,
Hungarian Paten),
15.14
subject to discount
Hungarian, 48 lbs., sacked, sub- 2.57
ject to discount
Dreaaed Poultry.
The
prices on live poultry
K. (J. B. IJmver:
are netfollowing
32
30
d.
p
Turkeys, fancy
24
fii'ii
Turkeys, old toms
20 &22
Turkeys, choice
27
Hens, lb
27
Ducks, young
S)30
Geese
25 (U 27
15
Roosters
418
I.lve Poultry,
10 i912
Roosters, lb
23
kO25
Turkeys, 10 lbs. or over
22
Hens
4124
(F.

I'

one-hal-

O, B.

HALT STRIKE OR GET A GUN, WIL
American Army Headquarters
in U. S, EXPOSES HUN PLOT
Lorraine Sept. 17. Evidence in ac
SON TELLS STRIKERS.
cumulating that t lie enemy intends
Washington, Sept. 10. Germany's
withdrawing behind the litndenhurg BOLSHEVIK LEADERS SOLD RUS- latest peace feeler, advanced
line in Ixirralne if hn is pressed any
Austria, It was officially stated, best Bridgeport Men Must Waive Claims
SIA FOR GERMAN GOLD.
of Exemption Unless They
further. He is burning towns along
finds Its answer in President Wilson's
Return to Posts.
the .Moselle.
llaltimore speech delivered last April
It seems probable that a new and
to the utmost, force
force
"Force,
Have Documenti Proving Paywithout stint or limit; the righteous Western
mighty blow against the Teutonic Agents
Newspaper t:nlon Newi Service.
ments, and That Kaiser Financed
armies in France will be the allies'
and triumphant force which shall
of Kerensky.
Overthrow
Striking machinists
Washington.
answer to the peace proposals voiced
make right the law of the world, and
were notified
cast every selfish dominion down in at Bridgeport, Conn.,
by Austria on behalf of the central
Friday by President Wilson that un
the
dust."
powers.
Washington. Proofs removing any
abide by
From the seu to the Swiss frontier! doubts thai l.enine and
That was the President's answer less they return toofwork and
Trotzky, the
the War Labor
the wage award
there Is a tension which may
his
was
is
it
reiterated,
liolshevik leaders, are paid Herman then, and,
Ducks, youriK
Hoard they will be barred from em
27
another development of Marshal agents- - if any doubts remain were answer now.
Ducklings, lb
for a year and draft boards
Geese
20
ployment
AH
Foch's masterly offensive.
along laid before the world Sunday by the
27
claim
Hprlngs
will be instructed to reject any
2 lbs
this battle line there have been local I'nlted StateB government in the first
30
to
IK
Washington, Sept. 17. The United of
Broilers,
service
from
military
exemption
Hubbies
Switch
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actions by which the allies have tried installment of an amazing series of States, as was fully expected, unconusefulness on
based
their
upon
Ksge.
alleged
put the German positions and gained seven official documents, disclosed ditionally rejected Germany's peace war
graded No. 1, net,
Elbert Wendell Verity, Jr., named as Eggs,
production.
P. O. B. Denver
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how
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Washington.
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Among the states from which the displaced, the House Monday got
partly torn from his body.
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Manchester, England. "Nothing but
Wyo. Henry A. Robinson American First army.
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Laramie,
I10.0OC13.6O;
ewes,
white registrants were called, with down to real work on the $8,000,000,-ou- o heart- failure on the part of the Brit 81
choice and prime, tll.60ei2.25; medium
Further progress was made by the
years old, died near Fort Collins.
110.25 & 11.50: culls. 14.000
and
their number and Hie camps to which
revenue bill. Consideration of ish nation can prevent our achieving He was formerly coroner of Albany British in the region northwest of St CONVICT SLIDES TO LIBERTY 8.00. good,
they will go are the following:
amendments began under rule limit- a real victory,' 'said Premier Lloyd county, Wyo., and a veteran of the Quentin, the .London war office anChicago (iralu auS ProvMaa Prices.
Arizona, 21 fi Camp Kearny, Cal.
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speeches George, speaking at Manchester. "The Civil war.
Prisoner In Penitentiary at Columbus,
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Colorado,
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British Marines Land at Amoy.
Montana, 1,401 Camp Iewis.
sian strength cannot protect them
that the Americans advancing on the
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white.
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New Mexico, 335 Camp Cody.
Take Petrograd
This must be the
from punishment.
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Peking. A Japanese destroyer has two sides of the St. Mihiel salient had
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war.
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Washington. While no real short
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and sixty more were injured Tuesday machinists and tool makers in Bridge- dinal Farley, archbishop of New York, age Is to be feared in the supply of band of train robbers and bandits nut street
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Meyers was serving an IndetermiBaited hides, 2c to le per lb. leas
night when a freight and a troop port munition factories was ended who suffered a relapse on Saturday woolen cloth or clothing this winter, whose .two days' reign of terror In
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train crashed together one mile east Monday, many men returning to work after partial recovery from an attack the country waa warned by the war Denver and Colorado Springs culmin nate sentence for burglary, committed theHoraehidea
price of green salted.
In Pickaway county In 1018. A year
of Marshfield, Mo. The first coach independently, while the large body of pneumonia, may sink at any mo Industries board
Dry Pllut Mai
against a mistaken ated In tbe murder of Chief of Detec after his entrance he was released on Wool
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that there would be a surplut of tives John W. Rowan of Colorado parole. In 1917 he violated his parole
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that
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Saturday morning,
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Sir Samuel Evans Die.
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BRITISH FLIVVER AMBULANCES tyELD IN
ICE HOUSE FOUND
READINESS FOR HURRY CALL TO THE FRONT

OF VALUE Oil FARftlS
Preserves Fresh Meats, Butter
and Other Supplies.
COST

OF

BUILDING

SMALL

Design Shows Combined Ice and Milk
House In Which Dairy Products
Can Be Handled to

Is of more Importance than a low temWith apples, which Is the
perature.
crop usually held in storage, it is desirable that the fruit reach an advanced state of maturity upon the tree,
but that the ripening process be checked immediately when the fruit la
pluced In storage. This sudden check
cannot be effected in qdlnary storage
at picking time. It Is therefore necessary that the storage house Jie provided with means of reducing the temperature to the required point and holding It there until natural conditions
permit the Introduction of cold air
from the outside.
Several systems have been ttsed for
accomplishing this result. The simplest
is to build the ice house as a
structure and to store the Ice above
and the fruit below. The Ice may be
stored at harvest time In an Ice house
or in an Ice chumber arranged over the
room In which the fruit is to be held,
or the place may be simply a temporary storeroom to which the Ice Is
transferred at the time the fruit Is
Both these plans have been
stored.
followed, but the one to he used In
any particular Instance will depend
upon the cost of handling the Ice and
the certainty of the fruit harvest.

HOME
TOWN
f1ELPSE

Our Part in Feeding the Nation
(Special Information Service, United States Department of Agriculture.)

CITY
PRACTICAL

CLEAN-U-

P
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How the People of an Iowa Town Improved the Roads Leading Into
tho Place.

In Farm and Fireside a writer
says :
"When the town of Mitchellville,
la., with a population of 000, decidAdvantage.
ed on a general clean-up- ,
a woman
arose In meeting and promised the
A.
WILLIAM
RADFORD.
By
help of the women in every way possible. She suggested thut perhaps
Mr. William A. Radtord will answer
about all they could do would be to
questions and give advice FREE! OF
cook a picnic dinner. Whereupon one
COST on all subject) pertaining to the
subject of building work on the farm, for
man arose and gave it as his opinion
the readers of this paper. On account of
thut inasmuch as Iowa was in a fair
his wide experience as Editor, Author and
way to have equal suffrage shortly
Manufacturer, he la, without doubt, the
and the Mitchellville women hud been
highest authority on all thesn subjects.
to
A.
RadWilliam
r
Hmm Hnmm Una. Address all inquiries
Insistent upon It, he, for one, thought
ford, No. 1827 Prairie avenue, Chicago,
ill., and only inclose three-cestamp for HE ADMITTED HE WAS DEAD the women ought to work alongside
A hatch of American cars transformed Into British ambulances is shown
the men on clean-ureply.
day. And work
In this British official photograph somewhere In France lined up for
did t
they
An ample supply of Ice is of greater Yankee Soldier Hadn't Quite Compretrenches. The drivers are called out at all
"While other towns were content,
emergency calls to the front-linhended What Was Meant by the
on such occasions, to remove the unhours of the day and night to render first aid to the wounded Tommies. The economic importance in the country
Words "II Est Mort."
cars nmke excellent speed In spite of the rough territory and other military home thnn In the city residence. City
sightly ash heaps that disfigured back
These Firemen's "Days Off" Were Spent on Farms Helping With tho Wheat
rehlclts encountered on the roads.
and otherwise make mora preyards
people cun purchase perishable sup- Marshall Hunt, sergeant in the NineHarvest
plies as needed, but the remoteness of teenth aerial squadron in France, tells sentable the general municipal aphomes from markets often ren- in a letter to a relative in Indianapolis pearance, the Mitchellville workers
was
no
reason
RUST IS AN ENEMY TO TIRES country
decided
there
why every
tiers it necessary to use canned, corned of an amusing situation because of his
time these men go Into the fields durman and woman should
or smoked meat products during the lack of French mid the Frenchmen's not
In
ten good, solid hours' work
Rims Should Bo Carefully Cleaned
put
ing the cool part of the day, when they
on the roads leading Into the town.
can render the greatest service. In
With Emery and Japanned to
-33.-- 0
one evening alone 40 men were able to
;
"Roads, they argued, were a counPrevent Deterioration.
4
shock more than 80 acres of wheat
try town's principal asset, as without them the country trade, which
Women Cook for Hands.'
It will pay the motorist to inspect
kept the town prosperous, was not
In Indiana 24 towns secured an enoccasionally the condition of the rims
It k Well to Be on Guard at All on' the wheels of his car,
forthcoming. What if there were
rollment of 9,000 workers to assist in
l
especially if
te'-o-- : -f- l-o
s
h'
ash heap left at night, would It Men and Women From Towns the harvest of the wheat and oats crop.
"
VMwm)mmMA an
the outer surfaces of the casings near
Times and Eliminate Cause
not be better to have a few miles
Kansas City, as a result of a campaign
the beads look rusty.
and Citie$ Go Into Country
of good roadway all completed, so the
of Trouble.
This discoloration Is rust caused by
during the week of June 3 to 8, enfarmers could come In with produce
to Assist Farmers.
listed 10,000 workers to assist Kansas
rusted rims, and rust If not arrested
and go back with their wagons and
farmers. These workers not only of
will gradually eat through the rubber,
automobiles filled with all sorts of
fered their services, but under the dicanvas
the
of
the
In
attacking
tire.
PJT BLAME ON LEAN MIXTURE time the
store goods?
rection of the athletic club and the
edges of the rusted rims will
"So men and women
alike of LARGEST ACREAGE OF CROPS chamber of commerce took a course of
become more and more uneven, tearing
Mitchellville
worked
all
long,
day
and eventually destroying the beads.
training which fitted them and hardenthe sun was hot and the work
ed them for the severe work they
tarbu'etor Gets Out of Adjustment In Furthermore, rust works In between Key to Floor Plan B, Boiler; C, Cooled, E, Engine; S, Separator; T, Test though
was hnrd.
the
Mitchellville
Today
How
States Have Enlisted and Organ- would be called upon to do on the
Some Way and Mischief It Done
the beads and the rims, leaving space
er; St, Sterilizer; V, Vat.
Is a monu-six
miles
long,
speedway,
ized Labor for Farms to Save
farms. In addition to enrolling men,
for water, which also damages the
There May Be Some Electri-ewomen were enlisted from the towns
season of the year when the table lack of English. Hunt went afoot to ment to tho efforts of the men and
Season's
Food
Harvest
Troubles.
women of Mitchellville who decided
and cities to go to the country to as"Shock Troops" Assist
To remove rust from a rim, the tire should be supplied with fresh meats. the top of a peak sightseeing. He did thut a clean-usomemean
should
day
sist the farmers' wives in cooking and
Not only is Ice appreciated because of not know that a plant on the mountain
more than Just idle tulk und
Backfiring in the carburetor Is dan- should he taken off and the rusty parts Its use
of fresh slopes closely resembling heather is thing
in the
The
of people of vil- caring for this large anny of harvest
gerous to the cur, us It is likely to set rubbed clean with coarse emery paper. meats, butter andpreservation
newspaper
publicity."
asother table supplies, very slippery. Putting too much trust
lages, towns and cities in harvesting hands. Forty thousand city people
the automobile on fire. Curs huve been Then smooth the surface with liner
do
in his army broguns he fell and went
the farm crops demonstrates in a most sisted Kansas farmers In handling the
the rim, ap- but the production of
burned from that cause in the past and emery paper and
ADDED TO NATION'S WEALTH forcible way the
mestic dairy products is almost Impos sliding down the mountainside.
patriotism of the wheat.
llmilur accidents are bound to buppen plying one coat to the outside and two
In the berry district south of Portto the Inside, making sure first that slble without it. Many markets to
American
and
the active way in
"I
he
I
should
people
"that
Judge,"
says,
It
is
to
be
well
on
igain.
guard and the surface is
smooth and free from which milk is now shipped demand had covered half the distance down the Home Gardens Have Been of Great which they are supporting the pro- land, Ore., a large amount of help la
eliminate the cause of backfiring.
needed to harvest the crop. The farm
that it be cooled before shipment to a greasy slope when n kindly tree
Benefit Both to the Country and
gram of the government.
The most frequent cause is a lean rust.
to Communities.
degree not attainable without I lie use brought a stop to the race.
Farmers planted this year the larg- help specialist in Portland enlisted the
mixture. This means more air in the
of Ice.
est acreage of crops In the history of services of 1,000 women and girls, who
"When I opened my eyes, a half
mixture than usual. The carburetor MAKING GOOD "RUST JOINT"
Ice Is one of those luxuries which
The campnlgn so persistently con- our agriculture. Everywhere the farm- were organized into units and taken
score
were
of
Frenchmen
scrambling ducted last
lets out of adjustment in some wuy
In many sections of the country can
spring and summer to en- ers have responded to the call from to the district, where they are now
toward me. Jabbering and sputtering,
md the mischief is done. A leun mix- Directions Given for Making Reason- he had for the
The cost of
list
families
in the home garden movethe government for greater food pro- working and aiding in harvesting the
gathering.
as fast ns the
and
ture is slow burniug. It burns during
ably Satisfactory Job Where
ment can be said to have been an ex- duction and are doing everything with- crop In a satisfactory way.
and storing It Is not great, runningwould climbing
harvesting
the power stroke, during the exhaust
permit, and a few added
Welding la Not Possible.
as compared with the comfort that it grass
Emergency Labor Organization.
to the horror of the situation by yell- traordinary success. The estimate that in their power to give to the country
Itroke, and is still burning when the inThe farm labor administration of
$350,000,000 worth of produce hns been the large supply that is so greatly
brings.
: 'II est mort ! II est mort
II est
ing
let valve opens; admitting the fresh
It Is possible to make a fnlrly satisraised In wur gardens in the United needed.
the Illinois state council of defense.
Since Ice at best Is a highly perishable
mort !'
mixture. This takes fire and the flame factory repair of a cracked water
States this year und that housewives
with workers furnished
While crop production has been In- In
requiring special eqquipment
!
"
!'
Oul
I
runs back to the carburetor. If gaso- jacket or of a fault In a casting, by product,
'Out
multered, sitting up have canned at least 4(10,000,000 Jars creased, the farmers have been con- by the U. S. department of agriculfor Its preservation, such natural adline is dripping from the carburetor a what is known i as a "rust Joint." To
and
were
of vegetables und fruits Is Impressive, fronted with lnbor difficulties In many ture, has perfected an emergency farm
gn.ing around, believing they
vantages ns are offered by shade and
heavy vapor is- formed, extending un- perform this operation take ten parts exposure should be taken advnntage of Inquiring as to whether I wits still In The figures, of course, cannot be any- sections of the Union, and have had lubor organization In practically every
!
Iron
fine
of
'Oul
der the engine, where it is held by the
Oui!
where near exuet, but there can be no to cope with the difficulty of cultivatfilings, one port of sal In locating an ice house. A shady sit- good health.
county of the state. Reports from 00
mud pan. The flume spreads under ammoniac, and a half part of flowers of uation with a northern
"The good men helped me to my question that the totul amount of food- ing and harvesting an Increased acre- counties show more than 60,000 work
exposure has
the engine and soon reaches the tank, sulphur; mix all these ingredients a decided advantage as n locution for feet and left, wondering, I believe, at stuffs produced hus been enormous, age of crops with a reduced amount of ers registered to assist In the harvest.
the wonderful constitution of the and they are probably not excessive. regular labor to do the work.
In the sugur-bee- t
melting the connections and releasing into paste with water and apply to such a building.
districts of souththe fracture, allowing the compound
All of It wua a cleur uddition to the
American soldier.
l flood of gasoline.
In order that this question might be ern Michigan, Colorado and Utah many
Three Types of Ice Houses.
to become hard. Of course the ideal
"Since my arrival af camp I have wealth and resources of the nation.
Causes of Lean Mixture.
clearly placed before the people of the thousands of workers have been seIn general design ice houses are of
repair for this sort of thing is weldThus, labor and land that had for- villages, towns and cities of the va- cured to cultivate this crop and thus
made some research into the French
Lean mixture may be due to derangeThose
built
three
types: (1)
entirely
but this operation is not always
lnnguage, especially in regard to the merly gone unused brought practi- rious states, arrangements were made Insure a large supply of sugar.
ment of the carburetor or a leuky inlet ing,
and the above makes a rea- above ground; (2) those built partly three words, 'II est mort,' und I add cal benefit to the laborer and the na- In a similar way the other states
by the department of agriculture, in
manifold. Some of the causes may be possible
and
and
above
(3)
purtly underground,
with state councils of de- have organized and enlisted labor for
the spray nozzle too far closed, aux- sonably satisfactory temporary repair. those of the cellar type, built entirely that this Is the first time as fur buck tlon. The11 Investment has paid so
us I can remember when I have been we,t 0,111
ought to be repeated on fense, the agricultural colleges and the the farms and thus meet In a most
Is
The
iliary air vulve spring too weak, or
below ground.
more extensive scale next year. Hun- - U. S.
N
department of labor and state admirable way th emergency needs.
ralve open, or a clogged fuel Hue. A USEFUL
JACK by far the most common of these taken for a dead one."
dreds of families who never had a gar departments of labor, to hold meetings
inlet
manifold
be
detected
leaky
may
types.
den before hove enjoyed fresh vege- with chambers of commerce, business
by running the engine und Injecting oil Plan Outlined for Construction of SatThe advantages and disadvantages FINE SPORT IN HIMALAYAS tables from their home
yards this sum- men's associations, rotary clubs, and
around the points. Oil will be sucked
Device
Workfor
of these three types may be briefly
isfactory
S TOWNFOLK MUST HELP $
mer. Many of them have learned someother organizations of the cities and
In at the leak where the bolts must be
In
a
Gorals and Serows Have Earned the
as follows:
ing
stated
Garage.
of the art of gurdenlng and have towns,
thing
need
before
them
the
5f
placing
or
Be
a
to
new gasket Installed in
Called Splendid
tightened
houses can, as a rule, he more economRight
become keenly interested In It. All for
Though townspeople have alagricultural labor and urging acFor garage work a sntlsfactorj ically constructed than either of the
Game Animals.
place of the leaky one.
huve benefited physically from Inter- tion which will
ready done much In aiding
give adequate assistTroubles of the inlet valve are rare.
jack may be made aa other designs. Excavations are expenesting work In the open air.
ance. Everywhere the response hns
farmers to harvest tbelr crops
On Snow mountain, a spur of the
The valve lifter may be out of adjust- shown, says Popular Mechanics. For sive to make and difficult to insulate
These
not
need
be
advised to plan
and to do other necessary work,
The result
piece of 4 by 4 and drain properly. Insulation und southeastern Himalayas, gorals and for a bigger garden next year. But been Inrge and gratifying.
ment, leaving no clearance, or actuully the lever a nine-foo- t
Is that many thouof this
there Is still much to be done
pushing the valve off its sent. If there Inch hard wood, shaped as shown and drainage are two of the most Impor- hi rows are to be found, says Roy Chap- those who, through procrastination and sands ofcampaign
this full if all the crops raised
workers have been enrolled
lncb tant factors in the preservation of ice. man Andrews, In "Asia." And Inas- Indolence, failed to realize the
la little or no clearance the valve will bound at the weight end with
profits
meet the emer
by American farmers are to be
hold compression when the engine is
It is irue that the temperature of the much as he tracked and killed a few of gardening this year should sturt and have done much to
saved to supply food and clothgency. There is reasonable assurance
less
than
varies
earth
of
the
while
them
the
of
that
1
American
cold, but will leak when the engine
In
Umbj
air,
leading
making plans for next spring now.
a
Miis
ei
that, in spite of difficulties, all the
ing to soldiers and war workers.
nut the fact that the temperature of museum's
warms up, due to lengthening of the
zoological
expedition
Harvesting of cotton, cane, rice,
crops will be normally harvested.
Valve atem, and, of course, iHipping in
Garden Sprinkling Harmful.
'SfvJ
Business Men Save Potatoes.
late sweet potatoes, and other
the carburetor occurs Immediately. Set
Watering a plunt or a garden space
The potato crop of Houston and
crops In the South, and corn,
the clearance at about two thicknesses
by sprinkling is usually more harmful Wharton counties. Texas, has been
late Irish potatoes, fruit and
of newspaper. Occasionally this vulve
than helpful, inasmuch as it induces saved through the aid of the business
other crops in the North, is yet
the growth, up in the moistened area, meD m iocai towns, When It was real
may become stuck so that it cannot
to be done and will require the
close. This may be seen from the out- of fine feeding rootlets thut should be ized that the potato crop would be lost
of men, women,
Ide as there will be an unusually large
in
the
Woman's
deep
says
ground,
unless the farmers received help, the
This Automobile Jack Gives Quick Acboys and girls from cities imd
Home
In state extension director,
space between the valve Stem and
These,
Companion.
reaching
towns to help in the fields anil
tion and la Adjustable. Eight-foo- t
lifter.
a network neur the surface for the with the farm help specialist of the deorchards.
Through the active
Leverage Supplies Great Power.
Electrical Trouble.
moisture, find themselves exposed tu partment of agriculture, explained the
efforts of many city and town
the fierce and baking heut of miilsum-- , situation and the business men closed
There may. be electrical troubles. band iron, Is used. The standard is
organizations in securing necesmer whenever the moisture dries out, their offices, stores and banks, went to
With a single coll end distributer sys built with, a 4 by 12 inch base. Iron
sary help for farmers, the labor
and
out
ure
untihle
will.
it
on
as
used
the
tem,
dry
They
the farms and worked with the potato
majority of cars, uprights, 2tt Inches wide, are secured
problem has been successfully
to bear this scorching, being extremely growers in harvesting the crop.
there would be some distributer trou- by three bolts und provided with holes
solved In many communities,
tender
cool
and
ble or a short circuit of the distributer
earth
f
More than nine and
f
Inch apart, to permit adjustdemanding
million
but there Is even greater need
around them, and the result is either acres of wheat were harvested In Kanwires. See that all wires are properly ments. Fifteen Inches should be the
for emergency farm hands in the
to
deuth
or
so
und
the
weakened
Insulated and wipe all dust from the distance from the bottom of the base
plunt
?4 sas. Hundreds of towns organized
I
f cssssssssp--- ?
.... ...
mtz
future. With organizations well
as
miserable
a
condition
that It might
distributer head. If you know how to to the center line of the fulcrum when
their forces and closed their stores,
started, with a better underwell die.
offices, and other places of business
open the distributer you should wipe the lever is held In the top hole.
standing on the part of urban
or
This surface watering by a hose
"
out the inside occasionally, using a
during the day, that the workers might
as to their responsibilipeople
?;- -'
,
C-hand bears no relation, of course, to go to the fields and help save this food
3
cloth dipped la gasoline. This will rej
with public sentiment faClub Membership Increases.
ties,
Pig
a
a thorough saturation as a system of crop.
move all accumulations of dust, which
One hundred thousand boys and girlt
voring the "work or fight" idea,
The mayor and board of public
irrigation makes possible. But unless
will cause abort circuit If allowed to are now members of
with the classification of nonclubs. This
pig
such a system is Installed, I would works of one c- - the large middle westremain.
essential Industries, with
la mora than twice the number enroll
urge every gardener in the country to ern cities closed their offices end
laws In many states forced last year, when 45,000 members pro-pin his faith to the cultivator and his worked In the wheat fields. The mayor
Idlers into proKEEPING SPARK PLUGS CLEAN duced approximately 10,000,000 pounds
ing
own industry therewith, rather thun drove the binder while the other men
ductive work, with women doing
of dressed pork. These boys and girls
hand.
to
method
of
any
watering
by
shocked
a
On
farm
the
adjoinor
Mr.
feet
below
the through Asia,
grain.
Andrews probably
the earth at six
eight
much of the work previously
Many Car Owner Do Not Realize Im- are raising pigs under the supervision
surface remains at or about 55 degrees knows. As to their exact status, he Certain things may be "wutered In" ing a Catholic institution in Indiana
done by men, with boys effecOf local pig club leaders who are
portance of Preventing Accumulabut
when
otherwise,
In
145
were
found
the
transplanting;
:
priests
assisting
with the state colleges and the Fahrenheit the year around makes It continues
tively organized and volunteertion of Mineral Dirt.
harvest of the alfalfa and clover hay
"With the familiar European cha- eschew the hose and watering can.
United States department of agricul- quite as important to protect the stored
ing In large numbers to help
oats.
and
the
wheat
and
Ice against the earth heat as against mois, the Asiatic serows and taklns
farmers, farm labor problems,
Many car owners do not realize the ture.
Christ!
"Shock
been
have
Philosophy.
Corpus
organized
troops"
the heated air. It is more difficult to and the sturdy American Rocky mounaccording to the U. S. departimportance of keeping the spark plugs
town
Do
Is
In
a
not
consider
that
to
assist
the
farmers
great
harvesting
remove Ice as needed during the sea- tain goat, gorals form a group which
ment of agriculture, are being
clean. The points of the plug seldom
Radiator Compounds.
"shock
from pits . than from structures represents an Intermediate stage be- because it hus mountains, lakes, rivers, their wheat These
solved in nearly every part of
need cleaning, but grease and mineral
Radiator compounds are excellent to son
A
or
town
never
blue
is
trees
skies.
of
business men, clerks
are tween the true goats and the antelopes.
troops" consist
the United States.
airt do accumulate on the exterior and have for use when a leak develops above ground. Slight advantages
to.
men
women
and
laborers
and
who volunteer to assist
in favor of They are about the same size as the great unless It bas
Interior of the porcelain, so that the along the way. They should be used apparent at harves time
n
types of chamois and have similar habits. The stamp it with character and assure It In this way. These men perform their
current passes that way Instead of only temporarily and as sparingly as the cellar or the
and under some circumstances plucky little brutes are splendid game destiny. There is more in a soul than regular work in town during the day
lumping the gap, as Is Intended. The possible. As soon as possible have the bouses,will be
For cabbage worms: Mix one part
preferred to the other animals, inspiring the sportsman with a body, and this is not less true of and at S o'clock are taken In automoplugs should be kept dean or Ignition leak soldered by a competent repair-- they
biles to the country, where they assist of fresh Persian Insect powder with
type.
admiration, besides leading him over towns than of persons. Corpus ChrlsH
troubles will result
the farmers. In this way the regular four parts of
Caller.
The design of building that certainlime, and dust
peaks which try his nerve to the ut- (Texas)
business Is carried on and at the same it on the plants at regular Intervals.
ly qualifies for the designation "patriI
most"
i
To Cool Radiator.
Clogged Breathing Tubes.
Is presented
Broke at Last
Another novelty of the moment Is a
Hold your hand over the breathing otic farm Improvements"
a combined farm ice
Bacon I see k cobbler of Carmel,
Unkind Remark.
little circular fan to be attached to tube occasionally while engine la rua-tfa-e herewith. It Is
Silage Is the farmer's Insurance.
and milk house. It Is a building
The teacher of a certain primary Pa., who in 20 years has mended 107,
radiator
Wlai pressure nlng to see If air Is passing out If house
103
Half
same
of
shoes
the
with
12 feet wide by 32 feet long.
pegpairs
grade had a large nose and was prowhirls the fsn aa the car Is drives thus breathing tube gets clogged It puts a
Buckwheat will do well on lands too
is given up to the three portionately sensitive about it Mary
of the
ging hammer, recently broke the hanto produce good crops of grain
treating suction at another opening .back pressure on pistons that pulls rooms length
poor
'
also
dle.
of
the
department:
dairy
loved this teacher much, and when
tn tho opposite side of the rim. The dowa the power of the motor.
corn.
or
him
Serves
into
ice
wasn't
the
It
the refrigerator projects
Egbert
right
her portion of clay was handed her
holes are connected with a hollow
a
to mold whatever she chose on this any proper thing to strike his wife
itorsge section to get the benefit of
thaft passing down Into the radiator.
Take Spark Plug Cores.
A good way to store next year's
may be blanched by means of
Celery
with
anyway.
cooling.
Die Idea being to draw heated air out
Do not neglect to take a few spark
special occasion she said, with devoEarth la garden seeds is to put tbem In fruit
boards, paper or drain-tiltional fervor:. "Oh. I shall model my
Storage of Fruits.
to cause decay If applied when Jars.
f the radiator at one part and drive plug cores with you oa your trip.
likely
of
Degree
Vivacity.
In order that fruits may be held for teacher!" John, who sat next to her
tool air into It at the other.
Itaa soli or foliage la wet
"I've got an uncle eighty years old
long periods in storage it Is necessary and had a grievance against the teachOne should remember that it Is simRight Cars of Brakes.
and
he
as
as
is
a schoolboy."
frisky
Lubricate Brake Mechanism.
Beans should never be hoed or
d ply a waste of time to sow clover seed
The brakes should be kept ptuyeilj that a uniform low temperature be er, said In high disgust: "Huh, it
"As a schoolboy going to school or
storeroom.
In
With
will
the
all
Maintained
take
to
your
make
Oil th brake mechanism often.
when the Tinea are wet, unless oa wet boggy lands. Drainage is first
her
day
adjusted aad eoaaUj tUU.
coming out?"
nany products a uniform temperature nose."
you want "rusty" plants.
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Here is one more df Fu' l Adminis- trator Garfield's indictments against
Railroad Director McAdoo: "During

Democratic politician are counting;
On the voles they will
get by shouting "support the President," but there is nothing in the
situation to discourage the patriotic
reptiMicans who have always be n
measure,
supporting every sane war
and doing everything a true American should do to win the war, and
win it quickly. The democrats of Nw
Mexico have pinn' H their hopes to
that one cry, and because of their
filth in it they schi.iT.ecl to have as
short a campaign as possible, and in
that way crowd out all rcl issues,
because, it must be understood, "win
the war" and support lb Presid-.-nare not issues, hrcausp there is no
one thinking of dning anything else,
and least of all the rc;u!i!ic:ins, who
are the original "support rs of the
President," and they have the real
rvidrncr to prove that the first "support the President" policy vas I.I'd
down by the man who the republicans will offer as the proper man
St.ites
for another term in the Ur.ited
o
cnui.-ty..- .
senate. Albert H. Fall, of
Senboth
of
And to the credit
ator Fall and the r publican party,
that policy has been closely followed,
because it was first proposed and
put into effect by a republican

goie-nme-

.1

'

"

T

j

1

-

vention draws near r red jvluller
seems to be gaining much strength
for the nomination for state land
The policies of Mr.
rommii.sior.er.
F.rvirn have been exceedingly bene- ficial to the state and satiifactory
the people ind Mr. Midler is
known to b' absolutely in accord
with those policies and has the very
active and energetic suppor. of Mr.
Ervien. Mr. Muller h&s had long ex- perience in both state and federal
land offices and is especially well
qualified.

ll--

.

w.-r-

i

t

i

'

Sl.-u-

The prediction made by the State
Record about three weeks ago that
M. A. Otero, U. S. Marshal of the
Caiial Zone, and personal spokesman
for Senator Jon's and the administration would finally be selected by
those powers to oppose W. B. Walton for the Democratic nominaiiou
for U. S. Senator seems to have been
The boom has been
well founded.
and the
launched
is
now
Governor
very much in the
lime light as such candidate.

SALE

ruDllc

ol

Commissioner

the

ol

Notice is hereby given that pursuant toapthe provisions ol an Act of Congress
June 20th, 1910. the laws ot theSlate of New Mexico, and rules and reg,.i,..im. ol the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer
at public sal. to the highest bidder st
a M m -Prlitav.
November
n
Btn,
.
7 9J UllfsVKi.
jf
of Clayton, t County ol
1018, in the town
,tlc court hue therein, the following des
cribed tracts of land, tic
rr.ivecl

any and alt bids offeree

Possession under contract! oi salt tor
he above described tracts will be gives
the successful bidder on signing the contract.
Witness my band and the official seal
if the Stste Lsnd Office of the Stste of
New Mexico, this nineteenth day of August,
1918.
ROBE2T P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Meiico.
First Publication August 23, 191ft.
Last Publication November 1, 191a,
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

PUBLIC LAND SALE

-

SWKSEtf. Sec
COLFAX COUNTY
Sal. No. 1J0I
14;
Sec. 10; SWtfNVVJa, Sec
1: SUSKJ,.
All of Office
15;
Sec.
of Public
SFMNKta
of the Commissioner
S;SE'4,
W',
F'
V
N
Se c. 16; W ! ',N K 'A . N W
Lands,
23; NWJ4SWJ4. Sec.
Santa Fe, N- w Mexico.
Sec. 22 SWJ4SWH.
V- Sec. 27;
N'NE47 SEKNEtf. NEHSF.X.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant
containing 1120.011 acres. to the provisions of an Act of
T22 N., K. 30 E consist
and
of
fencing
The improvements
approved June 20th. I'AO. the laws
of the State of New Mexico, and the rules
reservoir, value $1,600.00.
nnd
'gulaiions nf the State Land OfSec. 6; T. 25 N., fice, the Commissioner of Public Iinds will
Sale No. 1302
There
offer
acres.
loO.'H)
'.V..
at
public sale to the higheii bidder
in E., containing
at 9 o'clock, A. M,t on Saturday, Noare no improvements on this tract.
vember 9th, 1918, in the town o Raton,
25
tn
W'JNEM, Sec. 1R,
Sale No. 1303
County of Colfax, State of New Mtxico, the
houf therein,
N., It. .11 E., containing 80.00 acres. There front of the court
via:
of
land
described
tracts
tract.
on
following
this
no
are

'S5'

-

SSS,

-

J.

improvements

-

Vv
Sele No. 1304
VV'SEW, StSEj4.
Sec" 22; T. 26 N.,
There
134)00 acr-s- .
on this tract

-

5W,
N,
EiNW,

-

Sale No. 130
SSWtf, SF!4. S EM NT? 54
2, 3, Sec. 2;
NEj4.SFtf.EW
It32
E
containing NWV- -, Lot 4, Src. 3; Lots I. 2, NV.SE,
are no improvements Src. 4: SWMNESa. SES4NW& NEUSWU,
INWHSKJ4. Sec. 10; NjNWtf, NEtfSEtf, Sec.
Sec.

c.

15;

!

V.'A,

Lots

Sti.

Sec. 9; T. 28 Sec. .16; T. 31 N., R. 27 E., E',SWX,
SWIaSEU.
IMS
E.. containing 40.00 acres. There Si c. 33: &',. Sec. 34; T. 32 N.( R. 27 B-547.48
on
this
tract,
containing 22R0.08 acres, of which
inii)rovements
were selected for the Santa Fe and Grsac
All of Section 1. EV, County Railroad Bond Fund. The improTf-ment- s
Kin
c..i
ias
2: All of
consist of reservoir, plowing sad
Lots 3.. 4. a.Sec.
swu SF.iiNVVU.
.
XT
i
s
,
fencing, value $2,600.00.
a; nyj.
hrctions J,
ti'A N'lSKi;. SE;4SE!4. Sec. 10; N!4. N
Sale No. 131
Sec. 11; K'j, SVV5,
SVVMNEX, NWXSE)i,
SWU SEKSWU,
UV.KNE14.
ti.aT.M
NEtaNWIl. Sec. 4; T. 25 N., R. 26 L., containing 80.9
Sec. 14; T. 26 N R. 35 r... lotB S, 0, , acres. There are no improvements on tbl,
Sec. 6: Lot 1. Sec 7; T. 26 N., R. ME., tract.
WlMWU See. 3: A of Sec. 4: tVilMtii
Sale No. 1111
NEXSE'4, Sec. 4; T. X
Sec 5: NS4. NWSaSWU, E'iSEi4. Sec. 9;
14; S'i N., R. 26 E., containing 40.00 acres.
Tbenj
NWtfNWH. Sec. . 10; SWJSLJ, Sec. Sec.
no
16;
S'-are
S',NW14. SVt,
improvements on tnis tract.
.15;
V
SKtfNEX, SESWK, SF.!4, Sec. 17;
CtCUri.1
CUIlCDll c
G.I. I- 1.1.
Sections 20. 21. 23. 23; SVVM.NEH. SNWM. 4; W!,NEJ4, NEHNWJ4,
Sec
Sl
S(.c
,4. Si,KWK, SV?4, Sec. 25; All T. 27 JN., K, 24 t., containing
acre
,
SWJ4. NE.4SE!4,
K'
27;
There are no improvements on this tract
s,.rljns
1,
Al,
',
Sec 28: All of Sections 2V, JU,
36: T. 27 N.. R. 35 E., E'.SWM, W'A
(5
Sale No. 1313
NWtfNWW, Sec. 9; T. V
Sec. 13: E'A. E(4WV5. Sec. 24; Eyi.
SKW.
24
containing onw.uu acres, mere
Sec. 25: T. 27 N., R. 34 E., W'A are no
this tract.
improvements
28
Sec.
33:
T.
SWM. SEKSWSa, SWjaSEtf,
T. 23
Sec.
N., R. 35 E., containing 19,322.68 acre s. The,
Sale No. 1314
r'' ro'v(.ment, consist ol fencing, value $8,-i- N., K. 24 E., containing 40.00 acres.S; There
22).0,
are no improvements on this tract.
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the week of August 21 the bitumin- ous mines operated 815 per cent of
Losses of
their full time output.
were distributed as fol- 9.9
lows. Car shortage
per cent", etc.
Stand up and plead to the indictment,
re you guilty or not
Mr. McAdoo.
guilty ?
As the time for the Republican con

STATE
NOTICE

.1

-

I

(jugh-goin-

very largely

NEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
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HOW 'BOUT IT MAC?

A 100 PER CENT RECORD

OF NEW MEXICO, )
TO THE VOTERS OF THE STATE Democratic Administration, in spite STATE
)
of all the wellfounded
criticism,
OF NEW MEXICO
COUNTY OF SANTA FE. 1
Before me, the undersigned authority in
which migiht have been directed
anil State, on ihis
In view of the great importance against that administration if they ami for said County
personally appeared J. H. Crist, Jas.
of the approaching election, I feel had been animated by selfish poli- ilay
W. Normenl, and S. K. Normcnt to me
known to be the persons who subscribed
impelled to attempt to say something tical feeling.
Instrument, and acknowOn the other hand, it was equally to the foregoing
to the voters as to the wisdom and
ledged to me that they executed the same
necessity of electing a Republican natural and perhaps inevitable for for the purpose and considerations therein
members of the Democratic party, expressed.
Senator and a Republican RepresenGiven under my hand and sral of ofwhich has throughout its history been
tative in Congress.
21st day of August, 111".
M. J. MeCCIlWESS.
Without at this time questioning the party of opposition and nega- fice, this
demands
Wilion
the
Notary Puhtir.
President
of
to
the sincerity
tion,
struggle against
Mv Commission
Expires:
doini
its
as
so.
to
are
Executive
the
of
being
although many people
1020.
24.
August
when he declared that politics should strengthened for the prosecution of
(Notarial Seal).
Filed in the iiffire n' th- - APIZnNA CORhp adjourned, yet a little comiiiera-tio- n the war.
COMMISSION
this 23 day nf
PORATION
The feeling of "hostility to. and
may lead us to the conclusion
at 3:nn 1. M.. at reA TV.
that it would have been wise for jealousy of, all exercise of govern- August.
nuest of F. T. TII.AVDY. whose post ofW. Latham St..
him to urge upon the voters of the mental powir." inherited from our fice sddress is PHOENIX.
.ARIZONA.
COMMISSION
country that they should elect a ancestors who struggled for centuries
CORPORATION
ARIZONA
obBy K. A. Jills rs,
Republican Conjiress, so that he might with a tyrannical government to
Chairman.
have proper support in the prosecutain the liberty and freedom which
No. 1551
ENDORSED:
we we now eniov. is still entertained by
war in which
tion of the crr-a- t
Foreign
.1. . .1. .. . '
507
PaEe
vcrv large part ot t ie people oi
are involve! I m re is no imuui m.n
r.r Rec'd. Vol. 6.of Inroriinrntinn
f
rlified CnPV of Artirl.
the Republicans in Congress have the United States, and it is mainlv m
AND ACF.NVY
INVESTMENT
MITVAI.
COMPANY.
given his administration nipre liu.r- that feeling o' so many people that
and hearty support than the strength of the Democratic Party
Fileit in O'fiee of
" iM MISSION
CTATE ( f iRI'fllt TION
t hose
of his own party and that is to be found. At the prCLtn time,
VFW MEXICO
OF
whatever of difficulty in 'he way ot that f'eling, as the President said
Sept. 12. 1'1": ? P M
EDWIN F. COARD.
instruction and delay he has had about politics, should be adjourned
Clell.
to
witli congress, has been principally or the efforts of our
1
to M. II
ed
crisis--v:lfrom Democratic members in both discharge its dutv in the present
The riason for these
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
be !."reatlv hampered.
hulls' s.
desire to sav to h'
Therefore
rlitions is to be found in the essential
CORPOP ATKVU COMMISSION
STATE
in
the
it
th
of New Mexico,
differences between the two parties.
NEW MEXICO
I, has come to uiv memory that in :,r,ir.iachint' election it will be a un
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON
Jan atldress which I prepared an I fr,'otv duty for them, regardless of
deliver d nearly eight years ago. I ,,r..v;otis party affiliations, to vote I'tiilMi Slate f America.
1s
atteniotcd briefly to state the snl - - jr,,r IJefiuMic.-- i ! can l:d .tes for ( imp
e
of V
i;intirl difference between the twni,, ss who can be relied i:""n to ad
'
nn- - 'l
V r '. '. '
.
r t,
Is
1
believe vocate and support, in Harmony wr.n
'
r
r
rtn.l
full. In
;.re.it poliltcal parttt and
INVESTMENT
f
will
I
Mt'TI'M.
did so correctly and
that
tpiole their Republican Principles, every1
AnFVTY COMPANY
!'(NoM.riVn-,VP)
from that ail'h'ess as follows:
"5"))
thing which may he necessary to the Prin-iOffice, Acent, etc..
of
the
great
To the student of our polisuccessful prosecution
thereon,
p I'.rsetm-llts
it"10
on file :tnd of rrror
tical history, who has familiarwhile the underlying principle;
Corporal ion Tommisised himself with the principles of
,, the 0 tnocra'ic Pirty
heshe State
tin great political parties of our
tend to make anv true Dcnm-ra- t
In Testimony Whir'.
hi
noe-t- o
Cnronrat'on rnmm!s""n
itate at giving the ne .'ess-trcountry, it will he lear that my
In11
nuts-Mexico
New
of
Slate
view? are in harmony with the
llV
the National Administration to
sice
lo
this Certificate
ro"! te s
tenets of that party, railed at difmeet the es.igeneies of the present
jee
:,(liv,Commissirn.
times federalist, whig,
ferent
situation.
at the Citv of S:in1a F ' m this
has always
whnh
It is well to keep in mind what
a r.
republican,
of Se llteinlier.
fill
h
differences in
stood for strength and stability
111S
are the
M, S. C.ROVES
combined with
of government,
between the two parties and I
Chairman
have correctly
due protection of the citizen, and
am nuite sure that
N F. COARD,
herein
for concentration of power and
stated, them in the qnot'.t-obefore made.
consequent increased sense of resSTATEMENT OF FOREIGN CORPORATION
FRANK W.
ponsibility, as contrasted with
Ttvit
m-lV these Pr'slTtsl
of
thought,
that opposite school
r';
the Mutual Inveslment and A.er..-which, while ardently devoted to
is moving time for the Kaiser's nanv. a comoratinn nreranired and existme
It
the advocarj of the rights of the
hv virtue of the laws of the
:..V, of Arizona
army.
nrio ami
individual, is based upon hostilio' New Mexi-- o
its business in the Stat ,. f'.Uowirit?
rcisc
all
ext
state-thand
of,
to,
jealousy
the
make
ty
doth
hereby
of
tv! shares ol its capital slock.
t n:
with
of government power, ( a remnprovisions
areordanre
in
root
i..n or
of any e' 't
CodifiIntal
re'
Mexici
Staii'tei,
New
PPo.
Section
ant of the feeling of past ages
n
IO
sin
'T'
h!eie
anl
a".
reel;)'! il tile
of 1015
same a a natinal n rs in
hv
when government was by the few.
r.urial sto.1- of its antliorir.-in. Inly, : Theicre aoioun
hotel,
j.
,1,,; t,i
the amount aelinMy issiei!
under claim of "divine right."
and
nyi
handle
II
obligations
c iwi
i,nd in anywise
against the nianyl. and which,
ineiehtc'lness or of title,
Tlifii rites
hi. h ir.
character of the luisin-s- s
Mextrade in and hold tax sale toThe
could it have had full control in
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accented for
16 N.. R.
on aU deferred pay9 E.. contart'ninir 240.110 aeres.
NEtf, Sec. 7; T. 18 S., R. 13 W-- , contain- ments with interest
quired to execute a contract providing for $10.00
ui"-w- j
per acre.
per acre, which is the ap- - are 3.J17.50U u il. M. oi M,brr on this
Tlie improvements consist of fencing, value
ing 80.00 acres selected for the Santa Fe ments at the rate of four per cent per the payment of the balance of such purand Grant County Railroad Fond Fund. annum in advance, payments and interest chase price in thirty equal annual instalprais'.i value
thereof, jmd in addition
thereto,
"v
... I
i
o,,...-(.- .t
No. 1278
SFM. NtfSWjs!, SEtf $2!4.00.
i.i.i
N4,
ments wit'i interest on all deferred pay- SW-4-Sale
due on October first, of each year.
There are no improvements on this tract.
,
Sec. 32; T. 3 N
K. 14 E
containSec. 32; N
Sale No. 1291
ments at the rate of four per cent per
proviniints that ectst on the land.
E'NEtf,
ihc
successful
t,e renu
bidder wi
(jOO.OG
acres.
There are no improveannum in advance, payments and interest ing
Sale No. 125T
The above sale of land will be subj-c- t
to pay in cash or certified
SKSWtf, Sec. 6; NW,
No bid on the above 160.00 acres. The improvement s consist
ments on this tract.
t
of .Each of he above described tract s
due on October first, of each year.
valid existing rights, easements, rights-of-waNVSSWtf, Sec. 7; SVVM, Sec. 18; T. 19 S.,
the
of
time
i mount
fcal",
the
total
bid
b
land
of
will
described
be
tract
for
oibred
sale stparately.
R. 13 W.,
accepted well and fencing, value $530.00.
Sec. 12; T. 19 S., R.
and reservations.
for Ihe land, and he will al.
ESEH, 614.44
he reauirerf
Tlie above sale of land will be subject for less than $10.00 per acre.
M W.,
acres of which
No bid on the above descrihed triets wilt
containing
pay ur t!lr lnbcr -- t the above stated
!".
xhe
of land
existing rights, easements, rights-of-way- ,
534.44 acres were selected for the Santa
The Commissioner of Public f.ande or his to valid and
valuc- reservations.
the Mlowia"
Each of the above described tracts will
i:RER DOI.-!- ,
.ad
He and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
agent holding such sale reserves the
whirh is Ihc op- acre,
be
offered
fur
sale
The improvements consist of fencing, value to reject any and all bidi offered at right
separately.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
said
A" o( s,- - 3ft T,No- - 1300
N..
praisrd v.ihit tflrrerf, and in BcKlition Ihf ret ' fhr
8225.00. '
,h.. k- S"'e
a ie,
15 W., runlainini! 610.1U
t
Wddrr must p.iv for Hie im-- I
rim.U,'
agent holding auch sate reserves the right
. 1 rl
a.rts. The il
above sale of land will' be subject Ih surn-ssfn- l
offered at said to The
11,1
to
house
atlJ Anu a"
ct,"iils
bsrna.
sheds,
the following terms and conditions, wit,: provcminis that exist on Ihe land.
l,r"v,'
,'1
nls,,
.,1
"J,
ilni,
Saie No. 12S8
stables, well, puttiping plant, fmcinx, cie.-tPossession under contract of sale for the sale.
NWM. Sec. 30; f. 19 S,
price offered by him for the lapd, four
crli tr, huK nous, , dnd gr..a- R. 14 W., containing 163.53, acres selected above described tracts will
given on
tracts win per cent interest in advance tor th? bal- itt4, ptowuin,
Each of the above described
value S.I.JJS.U).
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail
sale
for
Possession
unfer
of
of
the
the contract.
contract
signing
"mt m sum purcnase price, nrs ior aa- of Public Lands or
.Kent be olfcred lor sale separately.
road Bond Fund.
There are no improveabove described tracts will be given on Commissioner
and
and
all
costs
vertising
appraisement
N" b,H
lh ab?V? A scribed tracts
holding such sale, one twentieth of the
ments on this tract.
Witness my hand and he official seal sigtiing of the contract.
t.. the
incidental
herein, e... I, ,nA alt .
;
price offered by him for the land, four
or less liian TIlKf
The above sale OI lann win or sunjeci
li,n", ... W1" Dc accepted
i :
of the State f.and Office of the State of
i..
mas,
cash
in
d.po
baltor
cent
the
interest in advance
s
to the foUowin, term, and condition,,
Sale No. 1251
W
Sec. 20; T. 19 S., New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 11K.
Witness my hand and the official seal per
ance of such purchase price, fees for adR. 14 W., containing 320.00 acres selected!
of
of the State Land Office of the State
'
'
- 'h
vertising and appraisement and all eostit
, pay to
for the Santa Fe and Cram Cnni
thi' St'a
for
n.il.
ROBT. P. ERVTEN.
New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1VIK. incidental
Th, successfu, bidder
to the sale herein, each and all Commissioner
mat eaisl on tne land
road Bond Fund.
of Public Land, or his aKent Ntw Mexico, if the successful biddei ? doe.
There are no improve'- - i
of
Commtssionrr
in
Lands
be
said
Public
of
cash
amounts
must
deposited
1
of
eacnts on this tract,
the nm execute a contract wnnin
auch
sale,
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
State of New Mexico.
flays
or certified exchange at the time of sale holding offered
imrty
f acn of the shove deictthed tracts ol
by him for the land, four
of Public Lands
and which said amounts snd all of them price
Commissioner
Sale No. 1260
cent interest in advance for the bal- Mate Land Office, snd contract t) nro land will be olievrd fui sale separate- E'AWt, SWMSWM First Publication July 19 1918.
State of New Mexico. are subject to forfeiture to the State of per
fees for ad- vide that the purchaser may at his option ly.
of
ance
such
price,
Sec. 35; 1. T) s., K. 17 W., containing Last Publication September 27, 118.
purchase
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
First Publication July 19, 1918.
all costs maKe
aau.uu acres seiectea lor tne
or not less than one
anta fe and
vertising and appraisement and
not execute a contract within thirty days incidental
Last Publication September 27, 1918.
ln ialp No- IM? will
to the sale herein, each and all thirtiethpayments
of ninety-fiv- e
Grant County Railroad Bond Sund.
There
per cent of the pur- - V ,neK a'e .ol lheaB7folItjWin
after it has been mailed to him by the of said amounts
in cash chase price at
COQ- be
must
t.m; after the sale and
deposited
are no improvements on this tract.
any
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
State Land Office, said contract to pro- - or certified
a,
ot
sale
the
time
of thirty years from
exchange at
pnor to the
viae
inai uic purcnaser
ai nis option and which said
11
nf them the date of expiration
and
amounts
Sale No. 12(1
and
Lots
the
contract
2, 3. 4, Z',FM, Sec.
if..
m
fi
to
nnt
provide
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
..
C-:- ..
Th, successful bidder must pay to the
1
4
Alt
1. on
to forfeiture to the State of fur the payment of any unpaid balance
re
,
at "mmissioner
thirtieth of ninety-fivmbliuu,
j, Xtiktu:, 11: cm,,
per cent of the pur- - New subject
ot Public lands, or his agent
Mexico, if the successful bidder docs the expiration of thirtv vears from thf
HSfVM, N,S'$, Sec. 10;
WW
PUBLIC LAND SALE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
nol,l,n
of tde
ucn,
not execute a contract within thirty days late of the contract with inter. t on ,M-- f.
.
Sec. 12; T. 20
NEm, NSW$,
DT
.mm tor tha land, for
nUrr
the
17
h,tn
,,ere1
red paymenis at the rate of four per cent lpnce
h?8
ma!d
W., containing 2202.72 acrei, of
an.l to provide
S,, K.
the date of the
LAND SALE
PUBLIC
cen
LUNA COUNTY
for the baiadvance
to
per
Land
Office
said
contract
interest
pronnum
in
an?
!
on
a(lvance
ht
wnicn JdOafstH acres were selected tor the
an.
d
ptT
payabIe
or the payment of
s!fe lhat the
unpa
of aut!l
may at his option niversary of the date of the coniract, par- - Lanc
Pnce. the fees
Stnta Ke and Grant County Railroad Bond
years fr?m the
Office of the Commissioner of Public
da?e
SIERRA COUNTY
Fund.
payments o not less that, one- - tia, paymfu to he credited on the an- U'J
The improvements consist of house,
"Wising and appraisement and
he contact witfi
'
(
Lands,
nr
th
next
'
contract
atp
value
$1,050.00.
,f
corrals, well, fencing,
red
at the rate of four per cent
l,.r,,et":
u P..i iun.wiiii uic
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
of the Commissioner of Public per payments
Office
.
f"11.1
in advance on the nn. ""
uaic OI lenurr.
annum payar
!!:
ot tlnriy years trom
to the, exniration
- .
urmmiicu
in cBBn or ccrun.u cxcoanac
All of Sec. 5; T. 2 S..
Sale No. 122
- nrif.r
.
..
.
ol the uaie oi i nr con.ract,
l.tr......... at
nH whirh ...H
u
n.
.:
,n
niversary
the lime of
rnntrart
nrnvj,i.!
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to Lands,
New
Mexico,
fu.
B. 14 W., containing 640.97 acres select td
Santa Fe,
s to be credited on the an
tial
payment
anu .
OI
oi any unpaia naiance at to valid existing rights, easemtnis.
Inem
lor the Santa Ke and Grant County Rail- the provisions of an Act of Congress, apniversafv o4 the Hate of the contract nni,"." "1C
Payment
uojeci io lorteitura
.Mat
nl
lu in
ifli. Fvmralintl ftl tliirfV Vrarm Inim inci-.- l .
Ms,sn sff K
road Bond Fund.
There are no improve- E roved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to following the date of tender
late of the contract with interest on defer
tale of New Mexico and the rules and the provisions of an Act of Congress, apoiuuer noes not execute a coa
ments on this tract.
trismj
at the rate of four per cent
The Commissioner of Public Lands or his
regulations of the State Land Office, the
,w,thl tn,rty d8y" afUr il n
June 20th, 1910, the laws of the
The above sale of land will be ulijTt redr payments
Commissioner of Tuhlic Lands will offer proved
Sal No. 12U
jit iinnum payable in advance on the an- agent holding such sale reserves the right ",ai,fd lo n,m Dv the State Land Office,
State of New Mexico and the rules snd to valid existing rights, easements, rights-of-waSWHSWK. Sec. 20; SW
par'Otract to provide that the purchaser
to reject any and all bids offered at
niversary of the date of the contract,
NWK, WSWM, Sec. 21; T.
atd,8aiu
S,. R. 10 at public sale to the highest bidder at regulations of the State Land Office, the
and
reservations.
tial payments to be credited on the an- ssle.
may at his option make paymenta of nea
Com mi ssioacr of Public Lands will offer
W,, containing 160.00 acres.
There are no 9 o'clock A. M., on Saturday, October 19th,
of Dcming, County of at public sale to the highest bidder St
191ft, in the town
jleks than out ilnrtieth ol uinety-fiv- e
niversary of the date of the contract next
per
loiprovements on this tract.
nf
Commissioner
The
Public
Lsnds
or
his
the purchiae price st soy time aftar
Luna, State of New Mexico, in front of 3 o'clock P .M., on Wednesday, October sgent holding such sale reserves' the right following the date of tender.
Possession under contract of sale for the crnl
alr
the court house therein, the following des- 16th. 1918. in the town ol milsboro, county to
above described tracts will be given onitI,e
sf
io the expiration
Sals No. 1244
Sec. 1; SE
f""r
SE$NVl
and
all
offered
said
bids
at
'
reject
any
be
will
land
sale
of
The above
subject signing oi tne contract.
irnm date of the contract, and
Sec. 2; NEJNE!4,
of Sierra, State of New Mexico, in front sale.
thirty
EJ4SEH,
NWtf cribed trscts of land, vii.t
NX, Sec.
rights-o- f
valid
to
to
easements,
for
the
existing
rights,
of
the
house
therein
following
19
us
T.
R.
provide
12
court
of
the
11;
S.,
payment
any
SEJ.
W.,
way, and reservations.
Witness mv hand and the nffiri.il seal paid- balaoce at the expirsiion ol thirty
Sec. 18; T. described trscts of land, vis.:
Sm. 1; T. 19 S., R. 13 W., containing 400.50
SaJe No. 1231
Possession under contract of isle for the
of the State Land Office of
State of years from the date of th. contract, wiik
acres, of which 120.00 acres were selected 21 S.. R. 5 W.. containing 40.00 acres select
above described tracts will be given on
Public
or
l.nnns
his
of
The
Commissioner
on
New
interest
deferred
Mexico, this 10th day of July, lW.
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail ed for the Santa Fe and Grant County
Sec. 14; T.
payment, at the rata
of the contract.
SEKNWJ4,
Sal No. 122t
agent holding such sale resrrves the rif?ht
aa
road Bond Fund.
iuhi prr ccbi per annum
There are no improve-sneot- s Railroad Bond Fond.
The improvements 13 S., R. 6 W., containing 40.00 acres. The signing
.
.
... , .
, to reject any and all bids offered at Slid
,.,
advance on the anniveraary ol payauie
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
the
on this tract.
consist of hoatw, well, windmill, corrals, improvement! consist of ditch and fencing.
anu
iianu
omcini
witness
my
seal
in.
, 1 it .
.1,1.
,
v. 1
1.
Ai ..lie
partial payments to tie credit.
Commiasioner of Publie Lands led contract,
$50.00.
U i,
value
U,1IU
,11,1 C
1.11
oa the anniversary of the data of
Sals No. 12M
Lot 1, SNWM, SWW,
New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
State of New Mexico. contract
Possession
utider contract of sale for the
next following the data ol lead- S54SE& Sec. 31; T. 20 S., R. 14 W., SE?,
SJ4
Lot 5, SEMSWM,
All of
MM
Sala No. K27
Sec,
Sale
above described trscts will be given on First Publication July 19, 1918.
Sec 35; T. 20 S.. R. 15 W containing 522.40 Sec. 33:Ns).T. 21 S.. ft 10 W.. 31;
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
con tain in a SEM. Sec 6; EVS, Sec 8; All of Sec
Last
27, 1918.
Publicatioa
of
contrsc.
the
September
160.00
which
signing
of
14
were
ores,
acres
selected 800.00 acres. The improvements consist of 9; WM, Sec. 10: SEM, SS4SWM. Sec.
Commiasioner of Public Lands
The sbove sale of land will bo'subieet
for the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail-roa- fencing, value sv.nn.
SWMNWM, SWM, wSSEM, SEMSEM, See.
Stste of New Mexico.
Witness mv hsnd and the olficial sesl
to valid existing rights, tas inents, rignta
Bond Fund.
The improvements con
SEM, Sec 21;
16;
15; All of Section
of the State Land Olfice of the State of
of way, and reservations.
Publication July 19, 1918.
ist of fencing, value $110.00.
STATE
NEW
MEXICO
OF
Lots 1. 2. 3. 4. Sec. 30 NUNEM, NKNWM, SWMNWM. Sec 22; T. First
Sala No. 1233
New Mexico, this 10th day of July, 1918.
Sec. 25; T. 23 14 S., R. 2 W . containing 3320.34 acrea, Latt Publication September 27, 1918.
. 10 W.. EKEM,
T. 23
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
The Commissioner of Public Lands or
Lot 2, Sec. S; All of Sec. S JL S.,
Sale No. 1ZM
11 W., containing
319.04 acres selectof which 480.00 acre, were selected for the
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
his agent holding such sale reserves the
; NWNEM,
SWMNEt Wyi, SEM, Sec. ed for the
Fe and Grant Counry Santa Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond
Santa
LAND
SALE
PUBLIC
of
to reject sny and all bida offered
Public
Lsnds
Commissioner
right
of
s
9$; T. 24 S., R. 17 W., containing 12B1.95 Kaiimnd
The improvements coBsist
mere are no im Fund.
Bond roiw.
at ssid sale
ares. There arc no improvements oa this
State of New Mexico.
.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
house, value
provements oa this tract.
DE BACA COUNTY

FOR PUBLICATION
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Sale No. 1247

tW

T W
W frsntaininrr JfT
There are no improvements on this

A'

acres.

Aii of Sections 4. &:
W., All of Sections 17, W,
16 W..
27
T.
R.
All of Sections
S.,
If, 30;
I, 4, S, 6, T. 36 S., R. 17 W., eontsining
119,31 acres selected for thr Sants Fe snd
Gaaat County Railroad Bnn l Fund. There
arc Bo improvemeats on this trsct.
9ala
T. 71

Klo.

12ai

.

17

ESW,

-

Lots 1, 2, 3, SNWM.
No. 1234
NWtf. Sec. 4: T. 25 S..
Sala Na. 1228
5,
I W., containinf 16378 acres. The im- SWM, S',SE, Sec 6; All ol Sections
seres. SALE
provements consist of house, corrals, well, 4, T. 13 S., R. 1 W., containing of1740.57
well and
4 grubbing, valat $655.00,
The improvements consist
Sate

NEW, St4NWK, NSVVji,
1

R.

I

1

fencing, value

-

Sal. Na. its
NWM, See. Ml T. 28 8..
Safe No. 1220
Syi, See. 8; W4 Sec.
K.
vi., coBtsining lou.uu acrea aeiectec
for the Santa Pe and Grant County Rail, 15; All of Sections 16, 17, 21; K'A, NHS
road Bond Fund. The improvements con- Sec. 22: SWMNWM, WVSbWW, sec
NV5. Sec. 25; SWMSWM,
SSEM, Sec 1;
sist of well aad clearing, value $125.00.,
SEMNEM. ESEMV Sec. 12;, EJNNEM, Sec.
Safe Na. 123
SFM, Sec 23; T. 26 S., il- - T ig s ft. s W.. containina 3640.00 acrrl
R.
W., contaiaing 160.00 acres selected for of which 2800.00 acres were selected for the
the Santa F. and Grant County Railroad Sinta Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond2
The improvements consist of
Bond Fund.
The Improvements consist of Fund.
tanks snd fencing,
wells snd windmills,
well, fencing sad cleaning, value $300.00.

Sec.
Safe No. 12M
WSEM.
WV4EJ4,
S; NEyiNEVl.
KNWM. SWM,
Sec. g; EHSEX, SEMNEtf. Sec. 7: SWJ4
SEU, Ser. 12; NWKNlEi, SyiSFM, Sec. 13;
Safe Na. 1237
NEM, Sec 22; T. X S,
At ol Sec. 17; NEMNEM. SHNEtf. Sec. R. 10 W.. contsiaiag 160.00 acres selected
Sec. 18; Lot 1, Sec. 19; EVW', for the Santa Fe and Grant County RailSEM. Sec. 31: All of Sec. 32: T. 18 S.. R. road Bond Fund.
The improvements con
U W.,
sist of house, weH, fencing snd clearing,
ana.
value $458.08.

I: S.
R. 14
CBX00

All of Section t; T. 26
W., containina 3883.97 acres, of which
Sala Na. 1238
acrea were aelected for the Santa Fe S., R. 11 W., eontaisMBg 593.36 acres. There
aad Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. sre no improvemeats oa this tract.
The inrprovementa consist of fencinc value
NEMSWM.
SWMSWM.
Sab Na. 1230
Sec 8; WKSEM,
Section 18: WMNEM.
5
TT
30
R.
Section
W..
19;
&,
SEM, Sec. 11: WNWJi, SWM. Sec. 12; EH containing 240.08 acrea, selected for the
Nwk, NWMNWM, Sec. 13; WNEM, Sec. Santa Fe and Grant CouBty Railroad Bond
600.00
M T. 18 S.. R. 14 W
containina
of
Fuud.
The improvemeata
coasist
acres selected for the Santa Fe and Grant feaciag, value $175.00.
Kaiiroad
seanty consist

Hond

lhe
1150.00.

rund.

improve-saent-

Safe No. 1271
NEMSEM, Sec.
8WM, Sec. 13; T. 18 S.. R. 14 W.,

14;

Kyi
;

acre, .elected for the Santa Fe
aad Grant County Railroad Bond Fund.
Tkerc are bo improvement, oa thia tract.
Safe Na. 127t
NEMNWU.
Sec 36; T.
M S., R. 14 W., containing- - 40.00 acrea. The
tarprovements consist of fencing, vslue
120.00

-

25.80.

EM, SWM, Sec 22; N'S,
Sec. 23;
SEMSWM.
NEMSEM, SWMSEM,
Sec 25; EMNWM, NEMSWM.
SEMNWM,
Sec 26; T. 24 S., R. 10 W-- , containing;

Sala No.

contain-ias-

-

s

of fencing, value

-

Safe No. UTS
SWMN'EM. SEMNWM.
A4SEM, Sec. 35; T. 18 S., R. 14 VA. SWM
N54SWM.
NEM,
SEWSWW,
NWM,
Sec 1; All of Section 3; NEM. WViSEM,
Bee. 12; T. 19 S., R. 14 W
containing
1962.18 acres, of which
1402.18
acres were
selected for the Santa Fe and Grant CounThe improvety Railroad Bond Fund.

SE,

1080.00

1248

acres.

oa this trsct.

There are ae improvemeats

EHSEU, Sec 24; SWM
Sec 26; T. 23 S . R. I W.,
containing 160.00 acrea. There are no improvemeata oa taia tract.
Safe Na. 1141
SEM, SEMSWM,

Safe No. 1142
Sec. 24; T. 23

-

SEM, SMNEM,

-

NWM,

EKSWM.

5.. R. 8 W containing
acrea aelected for the Santa Fe and
Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. The
improvement, consist of bara, well, pump
house, feaciag, corral, value $982.00.
320.80

Safe No. 1243

Sec

12; T. 23 S.,

R. 9 W., contaiaing 160.00 acres selrrted
ments consist of 3 houses, slaughter house, lor the Santa Fe and Grant County Railsst houses, 2 wells, windmill, gas engines, road Bond Fund. The improvements consist of fencing snd 20 acrea cleared, value
racing tanks, value $7,362.50.

St.

Safe No. 1273 A
A! of
2; SFM,
Sec. 3; N'KN'WM, SEMNE!. SV.SWM. S'4
SEM, NEMSEM, Sec 4; All of Srrtions 10,
3, 6, 7, SWMNEM.
W54.
II; Lota
Sec 13: All of Sections 14. 16, NN''
SWM, SWSEM. Sec. 17; SEM. Sec 18;
SWM.
SWMNEM,
SO.
Atl
t C
11. r .
t 1tr,XTC-,SWM
Wyi, Sec. 24; Lot 6,
SWM. WWStM. Sec. 25: All of Section
mz
ec. it ;
r.'iAnv.
E'E'-J- ,
NMSEM. See.
Sec.
NWMNWM,
T. 3 S.. R.
33; All of Srrtions 34. 35,
14 W.. E'A, NWU. NEMSWM.
SSWW. Sec
'M. XW1SW
SV,S".. Sac.
3: Lot 3. SWMNWM.
WSWK. Sec. '4:

.

K4.

,.r.,
2;

ci, r.ftnj,

3;

$345.00.

Safe No. 1244
SWM. Sec 15; T. 25 S-- ,
R. 10 W., containina 160.00 acres selected
for the Sants Fe and Grant County Railroad Bond Fund. The improvements nil-li- lt
of fencing and clearing, valne $250.00.
Safe Na. 1248
SWM. Sec. 4; T. X S , R.
W.. containina; l).n0 seres selerted for
the Santa Fe snd Grant County Railroad
Hond rund.
There are
improvements
oa this tract.
10

Vv4. Sec. 27: All of
c
Safe Na. 128
31, 32, 33; WH. Sec 34; T. 21 S.. R.
W All of Sections 1. 12. LI: SA. &Ei.
S--

tions
13

NEM, SHNEM, SEM. Sec. 7; VF'iSWM. SA WM. Sec. 1; All of Section. 4, 5, 6; WM,
SWM, N''SEM. SW!4SF'. Sic. e: All of SecT 7; All of Sec 8; WNEM, WK. SEM.
a- -

i.

c
in. an
ivuu sv
SF'!NK!SEM, Sec. 17;
NWM. Sec 16: Lo. 1. 2, SEMNWM. EHSWM. Sec.
w-- .
t- v 'oseh.
s- sec.
S'V
te;
E54r.u,
nyiawH.
j; con- stsvii..
Sec
18; KA. Lots 3, 4 Sec. 1; WXWM. of Section. 8. 17: x. 24 5. K. 13 w
Sec. 3); W"-VWSWMSWM. taining 11674.52 acres, of which 8608.13 acre,
EHSWM,
Sec 26; SEMNAVM, NEMSWM. SWMSWM. were selected g!nr the Santa Fe and Grant
Sec. 27: NWMSWM.
NWMSWJJ.
There are
SEMSWM,
County Railroad Bond Fund.
SWMSEM, Sec. 20; S'NEM, NWM, NEM ao improvemeata oa thia tract.
SEM, Sec 10: NEMSEM. Sec. 31; A'l of S-- c.
All of Sec 10; T. 28
Sale No. 1247
SEMNWM.
1; All of Sec 32; WWNEM.
There
SWM, Sec. 34; All of Sec. 36; T. 33 S, R. S.. R. i W., containing 640.00 acres.
IS W.,
Aft
of Sec 12; are ao tnrprovemticata oa thia tract.
SASA, Sec 1;
SEM, Sec 13; All of Sections 25, 36. T.
33 S., R. 16 W., All of Sections 1. 2, 3.
All of Section. 27. 34:
Sale No. 1248
R.
S
S5, Sec 4; SM Sec 5; Syi, Sec 6; All of T.
W, KEM. Sec I; All of
Section. 7, 8. 9, 10, 11. 12. 13, 14, lb. H, Sec 7; WM Sec 8; All of Section. 17,
W, 18; All of (frac) Sec 19; All of SecIS,
; W)i sec Mil All ot section, a.
tions 20, 21, 22. 23, 24 :T. 14 S, R. 14 W
34, 35; T. 27 S, at.
W, AH of Section.
atWNWM. NEMSWM, SEM. Sec 1: SWMSEM.
Sec 26;
11, 12, U. K 21 24, 25; rKyi;
Sec. 12; NWM AS of Sec 36; T. 27 S, K. f W, SEM,
Sac 11: SEMSWMTSWMSEM.
SEM, N4SWM. Sec G; NWMNEM.
KtM Sec ; Syi, Sec Si SH, Sec 4; EM Sec
is- -e
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FOR PUBLICATION

OF PUBLIC LANDS AND TIMBER

OTERO
of

Commissioner

the

Lands,
.

of

Public

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Notice is hereby given that pursuant fo
the provisions of an Act of Congress, approved June 20th, 1910, the taws of the
State of New Mexico snd the rules and
regulations of the State Land Office, the
Commissioner of Public Landa wiH offer
vslue $2,100.00.
at public ssle to the highest bidder at
2 o'clock, P. M., on Tuesday, October 22nd,
SWMSWM. Sec. 17, T.
Sala No. 1238
1918, in the town of Alamogordo,
County
19 S., R. 7 W
containing 40.00 acres. The ot Otero, State of New Mexico in front
of
vslue
fencing,
improvements consist
of the court house therein, the following
$50.00,
described tracta, vis.:
V. KM on th. .how. rierihed tracts will Sala No. 1287
SEMSWM. Sec. 13; SWM
be accepted for less than THREE DOL- NEM, SEMNWM, SWM. WJ4SEM. Sec. 14;
LARS ($3.00) per acre, which ia the ap- NV5NEM.
SEMSWM. NEMSEM. Syi
NWM,
praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
Sec. IS; All of Sec. 16; WNEM,
the successful bidder must pay for the im- SEM,
SWM.
Vyi, SEM. Sec. 22; Kyi, EVJNWM.
26. 27; NEM
provements that exist on the Isnd.
Sec. 23; All of Sections
NEM. Sec. 32: All of Sections 34, 35, 36;
will
tracts
described
Each of the above
T. 16 S., R. 13 E., K'A. N'.SEM, Sec. 1;
be offered for sale aeparately.
Kyi. Sec. 2; Lots I, 2, SEMNEM. Sec. 3;
T. 17 S.. R. 13 E.. containina 7880.92 acres.
The ahov. aale of land will be sublect The improvements consist of house, goat
to the following terms and conditions, vis.: sheds, corrala and tenting, value, l3U.tsi.
There are 8,755,000 ft., B. M. of timber
Excent for land selected for the Santa
F and Grant Count. Railroad Bond Fund. on these lands vsluea at tu.ui.x.
the successful bidder must pay to the
No hid nn the above described tract will
Commissioner of Public Lsnds or bis sgent be accepted for less than THREE DOL
of the
holding each sale,
is tne apLARS
(U.OU) per acre, wnicn
price offered by him for the land, four praised value thereof, and in addition thereto
per cent interest ia ad vane, for the bal the successful bidder must pay for the
ance Of SUcn purensse pnce, sees ror
that exist on the land.
anil annraiaement and S1I Costs
in th. aale herein, each and all The successful bidder will be required
of aaid amounta must be deposited ia cash to
for the timber valued ' at $13,132.50
or certified exchsnge at the time of sale as pay
One-fift- h
of the totsl amount
follows:
s
and which aaid amounta ana an 01 mem and interest on tha remaning
are aubject to forfeiture to the State of at the rate of four per cent per annum,
New Mexico, if the successful bidder does
a total of $3,046.74 to be paid in
making
not execute a contract within thirty days
or certified exchange at the time of
sfter it has been mailed to him by the ale. The eemainina
s
to be
State Land Office, ssid contract to pro- in four equal annual installments with paid
in- vide that the purchaser may at his option terest at the rate of four oer cent perl
make payments of not less thsn
due on the
interest
and
snnum.
p.ymenta
nf nis.tv.five oer cent of the Burof the date of the contract.
chase price st any time after the ssle and anniversary
prior to the expiration of thirtv years from will not be permitted to
The
purchaser
tne oate OI tne contnti anu lu iifuwui,- cnt any timber until all has been paid
for the payment of any anpaid balance at for.
the exniration of thirty years from the
date of the contract with interest on deferAll of Sections 31. 32,
No. 1287 A
red payments at the rate of four per cent 33.Sale
34. 35j 36; T. 24 S., R." 8 E., Aii of
per annum payable in advance on the an Sections I. 2, J, 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, 9. 10, 11,
01 tne contract, par
niversary ot tne aale
17, 18. 1. 20, 21, 21. ZJ.
12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
tn wi X" TT,
VL 'VU'i( '
te it m tial payments to oe creaitea on tne an
comr",
See. 31: All 'of Sections 32." 36; T 25 s !
?i "?
r,Ti!r""T
tender.
,.
following
R
Sec 1: All of Sec 2:
km,
Sec. 25;
V'SN'-SSrc. 9; SKN'VS.
The aale of land aelected for
'26; All of (fracV Sec. 36;
Slx,-r
e 3nti Grant CountT Railroad Bntlfl runl
ir
v
i
in
""
will be .object to the above term, and!';
condition, except that the successful bidder j.
Fr mi Grant Cm,nly R,nroa Bond
Fond. The improvements con.ist of well,
orice offered bv him f.ir the land, four

-

.l,ti

.to.1

fil fiSV

S3

purchase price and will be re- - , JV;
term, and conditionr wit.'
to execute a contract providing for "
nf h ksi.nc. nf such our.
The successful bidder nmst pay to the
chase price in thirty equal annual instal.

of

such

quireds
!.k.
n..mMi

ment. at tne rate ot tour per cent

annum tn advaace, payments and interest
due oa October first, of each year.
The above sale of land will be subject
ta valid existing rights, easement, right.-of-way- .
and reservations.
The Commissioner of Public Lands or hi.
sgent tsntding such .ale reserves the right
to reject any and all bids offered at said

aale

Po.oe.oa aader contract of aale for the
above aVactibed tracta will be givea oa
sigaiag of the contract. .
vitaeoa ary

f"o"8

"".

"

"

onerea oy mm mr inci.na. rour
, price
per cent interest in advance 4or the oaiance of .uch purch.K price fee. for ad-s cos-and
ill
and
appraisement
verttsing
incidental to the sale herein, each and all
of .aid amount, must be deposited in cash
or certified exchange at the time of aale
and which aaid amounts and all of them J
to torteiture to tac state oil
are
New .jrect
Mexico, if the successful bidder doe.
Bot execute a contract within thirty day. j
sfter it bit beta mailed to him by the
State Land Office, laid contract to pro
vide that tbe purchaser may at hie option
make payment, ot not sea. tnan one.
thirtieth of ninety-fiv- e
per cent of the ourcaaee price at aay time after the aale and

Office

ol

Comtnissiooer

of

Public

Lands,

Possession under contrscts of sale for
the sbove described trscts will be aire a
on or before October 1st, 1919.

Saata Fe, New Mexico.
Witness my hsnd snd the official saal
ia hereby given that pursuant to of the State Land Office ol the State of
the provisions of an Act of Coogress sp. New Mexico, this twentieth dsy of July.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
roved June 20th, 1910, the lews of the 1918.
E
tate of New Mexico, and rules and reguLAND SALE
PUBLIC
ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
lations of the State Land Office, the ComCommissioner of Public Lands,
missioner of Public Lands will offer
State of New Meaiea.
LINCOLN COUNTY
at public sale, to the highest bidder, at First Publication
July 26, 1918
9 o clock A. M., on Tuesday, November
Last
Publication
of
October
Public
4, 1918,
Commissioner
Office of the
12th, 1918, in the town of Fort Sumner,
of De Baca, State of New Mexico,
Land.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, County
in front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of Isnd, vic.i
Notice Is hereby triven that pursuant to
apof
of
Act
an
the provisions
Congress,
At! of Sretiona 1. 2. 2.
.CI. Nn ISO!
proved June 20th, 1910, the laws of the 4; Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, SWM, NEMSEM. See.
State of New Mexico and the rules and
Lots
1, 2, sec. a; 1. 4 ni., k. iy
j;
the
regulations of the State Land Olfice,
Lvots 1.
i, 4,Lotsar.y.swu.
of Public Landa will offer SEM. Sec.2, 1:
PERSONAL
Commissioner
1. 2. 3. SWM. Sec. 2:
nt niihlic aale to the hiehest bidder at Lots 1, 2, 4, SEM. Sec. 3: Lots 1. 2. SEM
,
.
October 21st, SWM, SEM. Sec. 4; NEMSWM. S',SWM,
9 o'clock A. M., on Monday.
in the town of larrtsoio, county 01 SWMSEM,
1918,
best
Sec. 5; Lots 1. 2, 3. 4, Syi, MARRS IF SINGLfc for sure marriage
of
in
13
New
Iront
Mexico,
Lincoln Slate ol
in the Lountry
ytars.
Sec 6: KH. Sec. 7; SH. Sec. 8; All of
the court house therein, the following des Sec. 9; Eyi, W54NWM.
""raiiie vxaiiny memners
Sec. 10; All of ' n"V"J,n"
cribed trscts ol land, via.:
oiiw-nSections II. 12. 13: NS4NEM. SWM N KM. "'""V"" ?T,r
"''lem'ai list Ir.-SEM, Sec. 14; EM, Sec. 15; All of
Sec. 19; E'SEM. Vyi, 16:
Sala Ns. 1288
bee.
bWM. Sec. w: wy. sec.
aii Ihi- Mil Kcluble Club. 732 Madison. Oak
Sec. 20; T. 1 S R. 15 E., containing 238.40 of Sec. 26; r.!4. Sec. 27; T.
4 IN., R. 20 C, land Calif.
There are no improvements on this NtfStf, Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, Sec. 2; SX. Sec.
acres.
trsct.
Sec. 4; Syi. Sec. 5; NHS EM, SEM
3; .
Lot 6, Sec. 6; NEMNEM. SA. Sec. ARE YOU SINGLET Would you marSec. 27; T. 9 SEM.
Sal. No. 1282
SSWM,
Let me find your idesL
7: Syi, Sec. 8; SV4NJ4,
SA. Sec. 9; SEM ry if suited?
80
There
are
seres.
S.,
contsining
NWM. SWMNEM. Sec. 10; NEM- IsHNWH, absolute satisfaction; Many wealthy
no improvemeats oa this tract.
Sec. 11; KA. Sec. 12; All ol Sections 16,
marriage; honorable con17,
SEMNWM, Sec. 20; NEMNEM. wishing
W54NWM. Sec. 15; W'S Sec.NMNWX,
Safe No. 1283
Lot 5, EV4SWM.
fidential ; members descriptions freel
19; T. 4 N., R. 21 E
SEM. Sec. 22; NHSWM, Sec. 22; NJ5SF.M.
NK.SEM. Sec 6; ESNEM, SWMVEM. NWM, Mm Cappel. Box-75- 7
Oakland Calif.
., containing m.OO
Sec. 28; T. 9 S., R. 8
7; T. 4 Nj K. 22 E., All of ScctH.nl
-- No. 112.
acrea.
There arc no improvements on this Sec
E
16.
19. NWMNEM.
NWM. NWMSWM.
tract.
SEM, Sec. 20; All of Sec. 21; WK, Sec.
HOSMATERNITY
W" Sec 27; All of Sec. 28; E',EH, NEW FAIRMOUNT
Lot 4. Sec. 19; Lots 1, 22;
Sal. No. 1284
WMNWM, Sec 29; WK. NEM. W54SF.M. S.c. PITAL for confinement; prices reseonablei
S., R. 9 E., 30;
2, 3, ESWM. Sec 30; T.
Write
WKNEM,
NWM,
babies
work
NWMSEM,
for
board;
NSWM,
adopted.
containing 237.80 acrea. The improvements Sec 31; All of Sections 32. 33, W4NWM. may
4911 E. 27 til.
b wklrt. Mrs. T. B.
of house,
bara snd well, value SEMNWM, EV4SWM. SEM. Sec. 35; All of for
consist
Kansas City. Mo, No. 203.
$100.00.
See. 36; T. S N., R. 19 E., Lot 3. NEM.
All
EVSNWM.
NEMSWM. NKSEM. See.
HABITS treated by
Sal. No. 128$
SSWM, SWMSEM, Sec. of Sec. 32; KA, NKSWM, Sec. 33; 31;
All of DRTti AND LIQl-O6; T. 10 S--, R. 14 E., containing llR.ro Sec. 36; T. S N., R. 20E., EA, EKNWM. the most humane and scientific methods
N. M.,
acrr..
there are ao improvements on ims SWM. Sec 31; All of Sections 32. 33. 34, at Matidalena Hospital, Msgdalena,
A'ldiesm all communications to Dr. H. J.
trsct.
35, 36; T. 5 N., R. 21 E., containing 28.33092
103,-- No.
P.
Box
O.
Al.nnaihy.
.
fenc..
.
acres. The improvements consist of
Me No. U8
T
ing snd corrala, value $8,700.00.
SEM Sec. J3; T. ID S
MARRY IF LONELY: for result, try me;
All of Sec. 15; T. 2 N.. best snd most successful "Home Maker"j
Sal. Na. I2H
ments on this tract.
R. J7 E., containing
6J000 acres.
There him, !rels nch wish marrisge mob; stnet- -are no improvemcnis on this tract.
ly confidential; most reiisDir; years 01 ex- No bid on the above described tracts will
'pri'n-e- ;
decriptions tree, "ine succe..be sccepted for less than THREE DOL- 556. Oakland.
All of See. 22: T. 2 N., ful Hub", Mrs. Pur.l.e. B,i
Sale No. 1287
1.AK3
per acre, wnicn 1. me bp R. 27 F... containing frtil'IO acres. The
a ii. No.
in
to
addition titer, ' imnriivcmc nts
praised value thereof, and
ol
aliic'
f.ncing,
the successful biddec must Dav for the
$1511.0(1.
WANTED TO HEAR FROM OWNER OF
provements that exist on the land.
farm nr unimproved land for .ale O. C
No
hid
on
described
tracts of llawley. Baldwin,
the
above
Wis. No.
Each of the above described tracts will land will he
FIVE
less
than
accepted
for
sale
be offered
separately.
DOLLARS
($5.00
per acre, which is the BACHELOR
wor-- b
25.
$2O.0rsl
CTRL.
anoraised value thereof and in addition would
35 League Toledo, (
above sale of land will be subject
The
marry.
Jim . theieto
bidder
successful
must
the
.1!.
.VJ5.
to
following terma and conditions,
'the
j
(( r
lw
,rmrm, ,h
The successful bidder must pay to the land.
M5.100.
LADY.
J5. Worth
TTIIFRV
or nis agent
lommissioner 01
Toledo.
uld Marrj.
35, L aKUc,
All of Sec. 36; T. $
Sale No. I2M
.. ..
N6K1 no acres.
The
T
the'
offerVd"
containing
land
by'1 him for
four
price
,
a cons.M of fencing, value $350.- cent interest in advance for the bal- - "Tiprnvi-men?'a "
of such purch.ae price fee. for ad- ?S ' Handsome French lany. .1, worth
of
will
be
land
,
;
Ind
co,-.- -a
Anxious to marry nonoraDie
it per acre
,i . ,t,.
'
( ,aid .mount, mu.t be depoed in cash
Warn. 22W, Temple
Each of the above d scribed tract, will, (rrntlernan.
.St.
AnRclej. Cal.
all ol them be offered for .ale aeparately.
and wh ch said amounts
STATE

COUNTY

1918.

OF NEW MEXICO

Notice
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cnist
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,,,

and
ire ,hjM;t to forfeiture to the State of
Nrw Mico i( ,he ,ucc.,,fu bidder does
, exrcu,e
with. a thirty daya
, jt nM s contract
majed to h.m by the
Ulli Office, aaid contract to proSle
Tide ,hjt th(, pUrchar may at hi. optica
kc paymentl of Bot
r
,h
m..
thirtieth of Biaety-fiv- e
per cent of the pur- chalc rice at any time after the sale and
, tbe
from
f
to provide
tht date , tht coatmct aad y.,T,
i- -,
Da.mcBt of anv nnoaid balance at
the expiration of thirty year, from the
date of the contract with interest on deferred aaymeata at tbe rate of four per cent
per asssB payable ia advance on the aa- date of the coatract, par
mrrurT d

,

.,,,;

th,.

W

"".TI'. i""'!

i

Mr.

The above .ale of land will be aubject w ith
would marry
wirjiw
your?C
terms and condition., j
to the following
home-lovinnI
man ol4
j
trntwortny,
vis:
Mrs. M. Box 584,
.
60 considered
Tbe successful bidder must pay to the
os Angeles. Cal
Commissioner of Public linds or his agent
of the
holding such sale
HANDSOME
FRENCH LADY. 21 arorta
for
four
the land,
price offered by him
Anxious to marry honorable geatke
per cent interest ta advaaee for the bal- $1JS.0G0.
ance of sweh aprchase price, feea for ad- man. Mrs. Warn. 2W Temple St. Lo.
vertising and appraisement and all costs Angeles. CaL - No.
11
incidental to the aale herein, each and j
all oi aaid amounts must Be deposited ia WEALTHY YOUNG WIDOW arowM marry
g
cash or certified exchaage at the tisae trustworthy,
maa. old aa as
of sale aad which aaid assonata aad aO considered. Mrs. M. Boa 184, Los Aageiea,
of tbem arc aaayect to fortntare ta tha CaL No. lit 2B2.
m

0

yvv
it

shall see that you are leasotmhly
paid for what you have done, but 1
will not accept uny further assistance
from you at any price, and what Is
more I want you to return to me at
once alt tlie photographs and other
papers and belongings of mine which
I turned over to you a duy or two
I

Outwitting the Hun

ft

ugo !"

"I'm sorry about thut, O'Brien," he
retorted, with a show of apparent sin
cerity, "but that is something I cannot

By LIEUTENANT PAT O'BRIEN
Copyright. 1010.

CHAPTER XII.
The Forged Passport.
cannot deFor obvious reusons,
scribe tlu man to whom I applied fur
tlic passport nor tin' house In which
lie lived. While, in view of what subsequently hiiplcnc(l, I would not hi'
very much concerned if lie pit Into
trouble for hiiving dealt with me.
realize that the hardships he had en- lured in coliiinon with the other
of t tin t conipiered city may
jMissihly have distorted his idea ol
shall not deri KK anil justice, ami
liberately bring further disaster on
linn hy revealing his identity.
'I'll - mini
we will call him Iluyliger liecause that is as unlike his
name us it id mine was very kind to
rue on that inemorahle nichl when I
amused him from his sleep and in a
few words of explanation told him of
my plight.
He invited me inside, prepared some
food for me and. putting on a dressing gown, came and sat hy me while I
ale, listening with the greatest interest to (he short account of my adventures.
lie could speak Knglish fluently, and
lie Interrupted me several times to express his sympathy lor the sufferings
1 had endured.
"O'Brien," he said, after I had concluded my story, "I am going to help
you. It may take several days perhaps as long as two weeks hut eventually we will provide the means to
you to Ret to Holland."
I thanked him a thousand times and
told him that I didn't know how I
'ould possibly repay him.
"Don't think of that," he replied;
"the satisfaction of knowing that I
tiave aided i it placing one m ire victim
of the linns beyond their power to
harm will more than repay me for all
the Ksk I shall run in helping you.
You'd butter turn in now, IJT.rien. and
in tlx
rnlng I'll tell you what plan
1

1

I

1

to

do."
As I removed my clothes and noticed
that my knees were still swollen to
twice their normal size, that my left
ankle was hluek and hlue from the
wrench I hail given It when I jumped
from the train and that my ribs showed
through my skin. I realized what a lot
I hart been through. As a matter of
fact, I could not have weighed more
than one hundred and fifty pounds at
that time, whereas I had tipped the
m ales at one hundred and ninety wheti
I was with my squadron In France.
I lost no time
in kI''"K into bed
mid still less In getting to sleep. I
lon't know what I dreamed of that
night, but I had plenty of time to go
through the experience! of my whole
life, for when I was aroused by a
knock on the door and Huyliger entered in response to my invitation to
enter, he told me that it was nearly
noon! I had slept for almost twelve

hours.
I cannot say that the thought did
out run through my head that perhaps after all I was living In a fool's
paradise, anil that when lluyligci'
it would he with a couple of
(ierman soldiers behind him, but I dismissed such misgivings summarily, refilling that I was doing Huyliger an
Injustice to let such things enter my
head even for an instant. I had no
right to doubt his sincerity and it
would do me no good to entertain such
If lie was going to prove
(suspicions.
treacherous to me, I was powerless
any way to rope with him.
In a few moments my host reappeared with a tray containing my
tireakfast. I don't suppose I shall ever
forget that meal. It consisted of a
eup of coffee real cotfee, not the kind
I had had at t'ourtral several slices of
bread, some hot potatoes and a dish
nf scrambled eggs.
Hvcry mouthful of that meal tasted
like uugel-- f
to me and Huyliger
Kit on the edge of the bed and watched
tne eiiiovlm; it. at the same time out-- '
lining the plans be had made I
,
scape.
In brief, the scheme was to conceal
tne in a convent until conditions were
me to make my way to the
ripe for
In (..-- .
Ir. the meanwhile I was to be
ilressi'd in :iie garb of a priest, ami
v lien the time came for me to leave
the city I was to pretend that I was a
Spanish sailor, because I could speak a
bad picked
l.l t If Spanish, which
up on the cuast. To attempt to play
the part of a llelgian would heroine increasingly d'.lliciilt, he pointed out, and
would bring inevitable disaster in the
vent that I was railed upon to speak.
Iluyliger said I would be given sufficient money to bribe the I ierman
K'lftrrtK lit the I Mitch frontier, and he
assured tne that everything would, work
tint according to schedule.
"Yours Is not the tirst case, O'Brien,
e have handled successfully," be declared. "Only three weeks ago I heard
from an Kuglish merchant who had
escape'd from a (ierman detention camp
nd came to me for assistance and
whom I had been able to get through
the lines. His message telling me of
bin safe arrival in Rotterdam came to
me in an indirect way, of course, but
the fact that the plans we had made
parried through without mishap makes
nie feel that we ought to be able to do
as much for you.
I told Iluyliger I was ready to follow
lila Instructions and would do anything he suggested.
"I want to rejoin my squadron as
ooon as I possibly can," I told him,
"but I realize that It will take a cer-ti- u
length of time for you to make the
necessary arrangements, and I will be
a patient as I can."
The first thing to do, Huyliger told
ine, was to prepare a passport. lie had
blank one and It was a comparatively
aim pie matter to fill In the spaces, g
a genuine passport which Huyliger
g
possessed as a sample of the
of tk passport clerk. My oc

br Pst Alva O'Brien

cupation was entered as that of a
we gave as
sailor.
My birthplace
Spain, and we put my age at thirty.
As a matter of fact, at that time I
could easily have passed for thirty-tive- ,
but we ligured that with proper
food and a decent place to sleep at
night, I could soon regain my norma!
appearance, and the passport would
have to serve me, perhaps, for several
weeks to come.
filling in the blank spaces on the
passport was, as I have said, a comparatively easy matter, but that did
not begin In iill the bill. Kvery genuine passport bore an ollicinl rubber
stamp, something like an elaborate
postmark, anil I was at a loss to know
how to get over that diliiculty.
Fortunately, however, Iluyliger had
half of a rubber stamp which bad evidently been thrown away by the
and he planned to construct the
other half out of the cork from a w ine
bottle. He was very skillful Willi a
penknife, and although he spoilt n
score or more of corks before lie succeeded in getting anything like the
result he was after, the finished article
was far better than our most sanguine
Indeed, lifter we bad
expectations.
pared it over here and there, and removed whatever Imperfections our repeated test disclosed, we had a stamp
which made an impression so closely
resembling the original that without a
magnifying glass, we were sure, It
would have been Impossible to tell
that It was a counterfeit.
Iluyliger procured a camera and
took a photograph of me to paste on
the passport in the place provided for
that purpose, and we then had a passport which was entirely satisfactory
to both of us ami would, we hoped,
prove equally so to our friends the
Huns.
It had taken two days to fix up the
passport. In the meanwhile Iluyliger
informed me that lie had changed his
plans about the convent and that instead be would take me to an empty
bouse, where I could remain III safety
until be told me It was advisable fir
me to proceed to the frontier.
This was quite agreeable to me, as I
had had misgivings as to the kind
of a priest I would make and It seemed
to me to be safer to remain aloof from
everyone ill a deserted house than to
have to mingle with people or come In
contact with ihcni, even with the best
of disguises.
Thai night I accompanied Iluyliger
to a fashionable section of the city,
where the house in which I wus to be
concealed was located.
This- house turned out to be a
structure of brick. Iluyliger told
me that it had been occupied by a
wealthy Belgian before the war, but
since Mill It had been uninhabited save
for th! occasional habitation of some
refugee whom Iluyliger was befriendtier-man-

four-stor-
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ing.

Iluyliger had a key and let me in,
but he diil not enter the house with
me, stating that he would visit me in
I lie
morning.
I
explored the place from top to bottom as well as I could without lights.
Tlie house was elaborately furnished,

but, of course, the dust lay a quarter
of an inch thick everywhere. It was a
large house, containing some twenty
rooms. There were two rooms in the
basement four on the first Door, four

Outlining the Plans He Had Made for
My

Escape.

on the second five on the third and five
on the top. In the days that were to
come I was to have plenty of oppor-

tunity to familiarize myself with the
contents of that house hut at that time'
I did not know it and I was curious
enough to want to know just what the
house contained.
Down In the basement there was a
huge pantry hut it was absolutely bure,
except of dust and dirt. A door which
atevidently led to a
tracted uiy attention and I thought It
might be a good Idea to know just
where it led to in case It became necessary for me to elude searchers.
In that cellar I found case after case
of choice wine Huyliger subsequently
told me that there were 1,800 bottles of
itt I was so happy at the turn my
affairs had taken and In the rosy prospects which I now entertained that I
was half inclined to Indulge In a little
celebration then and there. On second
thought, however, I remembered the
old warning of the folly of shouting
before you are well out of the woods,
and I decided that It would be just as
well to postpone tbe festivities for
white and go to bed Instead.
In such an elaborately furnished
house I had naturally conjured tip
Ideas of a wonderfully large bed.

I

as best you can. When I brought you
your breakfast this morning I took
a desperate chance. If I had been discovered by one of tlie Germun soldiers
entering tills house with food In my
possession, I would not only have paid
the penalty myself, but you would nave
been discovered, too. It is too dangerous a proposition. Why don't you go
out by yourself and buy your food at
tlie stores? Thut would give you confidence and you'll need plenty of It
when you eoiitlnue your Journey to the
border."
There was a good deal of truth in
whut he suld und I really could not
blume him for not wanting to take any
chances to help me in view of the relations between us.
"Very well," I suid; "I've gone without food for many hours ut a time before and I suppose I shall be able to
do so again. I shall look for you tomorrow evening."
The next evening he came and I
him to another house not
very fur from the one in which I had
been staying and not unlike it In
It, too, was a substantial
dwelling bouse which hud been untenanted since the beginning save perhaps
for such occasional visits as Huyliger
and bis associates made to it.
Huyliger let himself in und conducted me to a room on the second
floor, where he Introduced me to two
men. One, I could reudily see hy the
resemblance, was his own brother.
The other was a stranger.
Very briefly they explained to me
that they bad procured another passport for me a genuine one which

Kng-lan- d

waved it aside.
"Iluyliger," I suid, "you have helped
me out so far and perhaps you have
the power to help nie further. I appreciate what you have done for nie, although now, I think, I see what your
motive wus, but I certainly don't Intend to be blackmailed and I tell you
right now that I won't stand for It."
"Very well," he said, "It Is just as
you say, but before you make up your
mind so obstinately I would advise
you to think It over. I'll be buck this
evening"
My first impui.se, after the man had
left, was to get out of that house just
as soon us I could. I had the passport
he had prepared for me, and I figured
that even without further help I could
now get to the border without very
much diliiculty, and when I got there
I would have to use
my own ingenuity
to get through.
It was evident, however, that Huyliger still had an Idea that I might
change my mind with regard to the
payment he had demanded, and I decided that it would be foolish to do
anything until he paid me a second
visit.
At the beginning of my dealings with
Iluyliger I had turned over to him
some pictures, papers, and other things
t nut I had on me when I entered his
house, including my identification disk,
mid I was rattier afruld that he might
refuse to return them to me.
All day long I remained in the house
without a particle of food other than
tlie breakfast Huyliger had brought to
me. From the windows I could see
plenty to Interest me and help pass the
time away, but of my experiences
while in that house I shall tell in detail later on, confining my attention
now to a narrative of my dealing with
Iluyliger.
That night he uiqieared as he had
promised.
"Well, O'Brien," he asked, as he entered the room where I was awaiting
him, "what do you say? Will you sign
the order or not?"
It had occurred to me during the
day that the amount demanded was so
fabulous that I might have signed the
order without any danger of Its ever
being paid, but the idea of this man,
who had claimed to be befriending me,
endeavoring to make capital out of my
plight galled me so that I was determined not to give it to him whether I
Could do so in safety or not.
"No, Huyliger." I replied. "I have
decided to get along as best I can without any further assistance from you.
I

1

hand-wrltia-

"If you don't give me back those
papers at once," I replied hotly, "I will
take steps to get them, and d d
quick too!"
with
thick hair mattress,
downy
"I don't know Just what you could
ipiilts and big soft pillows. Indeed, I do, O'Brien," he declared coolly, "hut
debated for a while which particular us u matter of fact the papers and
bedroom I should honor with my pres
you refer to are out of tlie
ence that night. Judge of my disap- pictures I could not get them buck
country.
pointment, therefore, when after vis- to you If I wanted to."
iting bedroom after bedroom, I discovSomething told nie the man was
ered that tliore wasn't a bed in any
lying.
one of them that was in a condition to
"See here, Huyliger!" I threatened,
sleep In. All the mattresses hud been advancing towards him, putting my
removed and the rooms were nhso blind on his shoulder and looking him
lately bare of everything in the way straight in tlie eye, "I want those
of wool, silk or cotton fabrics. The
papers and I want them here before
Hermans hail apparently swept the midnight
If I don't get them
house clean.
I shall sleep In tills place Just once
There was nothing to do, therefore. more und then, at 8 o'clock
hut to make myself as comfortable as morning, I shall go to the (ierman auI could on the floor, but as I bud grown
thorities, give myself up, show them
accustomed by this time to sleeping the passport that you tixed for me,
under far less comfortable conditions, tell them how I got it, and explain
I swallowed my disappointment
as everything."
cheerfully as I cou.d and lay down
Iluyliger paled. We bad no lights
'
fur the night.
in the house, but we were standing
In the mornliifc Huyliger appeared neur a landing at tlie time and tlie
and brought me some breakfast, and moonlight wus streaming through a
lifter I had eaten it lie asked me what stalued-glas- s
window.
The Belgian turned on bis heel and
connections I had in France or
from whom I could obtain started to go down tlie stairs.
"Mind you," I called lifter him, "I
money.
I told him
that I banked at Cox & shall wait for you till tlie city clock
Co., London, and that if he needed strikes twelve, und if you don't show
any money I would do anything I could up with those papers by that time, the
to get it for him, although I did not next time you will see me is when you
know just how such tilings could be ar confront me before the German authorities. I am a desperate man, Huyranged.
"Don't worry about that, O'Brien," liger, and I meiin every word 1 say."
He let himself out of tlie door and I
he replied. "We'll find a way of getting it all right. What I want to know sat on the top stair and wondered Just
Would lie try to
Is how far you are prepared to go to what he would do.
compensate me for the risks I am steal n march on me and get In n first
word to the authorities so that my
rendering you !"
The change in the man's attitude story would be discredited when I
shinned me. I could hardly believe my put it to them?
Of course, my threat to give myself
ears.
"Of course I shall pay you as well as up to the Huns wus a pure bluff. While
I
had no desire to lose the papers
I can for what you have done, Huyliwhich
ami which inger," I replied, trying to conceal as far cluded Huyliger had
the map and tlie last resting
as possible the disappointment Ills decermand had occasioned me, "but don't place of my poor chum Kitiiey, I
hud no intention of cutting off
yiui think that this is hardly the proper tainly
my nose to spite my face hy surrentime or occasion to talk of compensation? All I have on me, as you know, dering to the Germans. I would have
is a few hundred francs, and that, of been shot, us sure as fate, for after all
I had been aide to observe behind tlie
course, you are welcome to, and when
(ierman lines I would be regarded as
I get back, If I ever do, I shall not
a spy and treated as such.
easily forget that kindness you have
At tbe same time I thought I deshown me. I inn sure you need have
no concern about my showing my tected a yellow streak In Huyliger, and
I figured that he would not want to
gratitude in a substantial way."
take the risk of my carrying out my
"That's all right, O'Brien," he Inthreat even though he believed there
sisted, looking at me in u knowing sort was but u small
chance of my doing so.
of way; "you may take care of nie
If I did, lie would undoubtedly share
and
then
afterwards,
again you may
anil the pictures and papers
not. I'm not satisfied to wait. I want my fate,
he had of mine were really of no use
to be taken care of now!"
to him, and I have never been able to
"Well, what do you want me to do? ascertulii
why It was he wished to
How much tlo you expect in the way
unless they contained somethen
of compensation?
How can I arrange
some Information about me
thing
to get it to you? I am willing to do which
uccounted for Ids complete
anything that is reasonable."
change of attitude towards me in tlie
"I want
pounds," lie replied, first place, and he wanted the papers
and he named a figure that staggered as evidence to account to his supeme. If I had been Lord Kitchener In- riors for his conduct towards me.
stead of just an ordinary lieutenant
When be first told me thnt the plan
In the H. V. C, he would hardly have
nf placing me In u convent disguised
he
asked a larger sum.
I'erhaps
us a priest hud been abandoned he exthought I was.
plained it by saying that the cardinal
I
said
"Well, my dear man,"
smilinghud issued orders to the priests to
was
jokly, thinking that perhaps he
help no more fugitives, and I have
do
ing, "you don't really mean that,
since wondered whether there was
you?"
anything in my papers which had
Is
"I certainly do, O'Brien, and what
turned him against me anil led him to
more," he threatened, "I intend to get forsake nie ufter all he had
promised
every cent I have asked, anil you are to do for me.
going to help me get It."
I
two
For perhaps
hours sat on that
He pulled out an order calling for staircase
about the peculiar
musing
he payment to him of the amount he turn in
my uffalrs, when the front door
hail mentioned und demanded that I
opened and Huyliger ascended the

sign it.

I

us-a-

do."

I

stairs

"I have brought you such of your
us I still had, O'Brien," he
said softly. "The rest, as I told you, I
cunnot give you. They ore no longer
in my possession."
I looked through the little bunch he
handed me. It included my Identification disk, most of the papers I valued, and perhaps half of the photographs.
"I don't know what your object Is in
retaining tlie rest of my pictures, Huyliger," I replied, "but as a matter of
fact, the ones that are missing were
only of sentimental value to me and
you are welcome to them. We'll cull it
a beat."
I don't know whether he understood
the idiom, but he sat dowu on the
stairs just below me and cogitated for
a few moments.
"O'Brien," he started filially, "I'm
sorry things have gone the way they
have. I feel sorry for you and I would
really like to help you. I don't suppose you will believe me, but the
mutter of the order which which I
asked you to sign was not of my doing.
However, we won't,, go Into that. The
proposition was mfl'de to you and you
turned It down, and that's the end of
It. At the same time, I hate to leave
you to your own resources and I am
going to make one more suggestion
to you for your own good. I have another plan to get you Into Holland
and if you will go with me to another
house, I will introduce you to a man
who I think will be In. a position to
help you."
"How many millions of pounds will
he want for his trouble " I answered,
sarcastically.
"You can arrange that when you see
him. Will yon goT"
I suspected there was something
fishy about the proposition, but I felt
that I could take care of myself and
decided to see the thing through. I
knew Huyliger would not dare to deliver me to the authorities because of
e
passtbe fact that I had the
port, which would be his deathknell as
well as my own.
Accordingly I said I would be quite
willing to go with him whenever be
was ready, and he suggested that we
go the next evening.
I (pointed out to him that I was entirely without food and asked him
whether be could not arrange to bring
or send me something to eat while I
remained In the house.
Tib sorry, O'Brien." be replied, "but
I'm afraid you will have to get along
tell-tal-

so much and I was feeling so mean

et

wards the whole world just at that
moment thut I wus determined to sell
my life as dearly as possible.
"I have that pussport here," I replied, "and urn going to keep it. If
you gentlemen think you can take it
from me you are welcome to try !"
To tell tlie truth, I was spoiling for
a fight, and I half wished they would
start something. The man who had
lived In the house had evidently been
a collector of undent pottery, for the
walls were lined with great pieces of
earthenware which had every earmark
of possessing great value. They
possessed great weight. I. figured that if the worst came to the
worst that pottery would come ip
jnlghty handy. A single blow with one
of those big vases would put a man
out as neatly as possible and as there
was lots of pottery and only three men,
I believed I had an excellent chance of
holding my own in the combat which I
had invited.
I had ulready picked nut In my mind
what I was going to use, and I got up,
stood with my back to the wall and
told tlu'in that If they ever figured on
getting tlie pussport, then would lie
their best chance.
Apparently they reulized that I
meant business and they immediately
began to expostulate ut the attitude I
wus taking.
One of tlie men spoke excellent
In fact, he told me that he
Kngllsh.
could speak five languages, and if he
could lie in the others us well as I
knew lie diil In my own tongue, he wus
not only an accomplished linguist, but
a most versatile liar into the bargain.
"My dear fellow," suld the linguist,
"It Is not that we want to deprive you of
the passport. Good heavens! if it will
aid you in getting out of tlie country,
I wish you could have six just like It.
Hut for our own protection, you owe
it to us to proceed on your journey
us best you can without It because as
long us you have it in your possession
Don't
you Jeopurdize our lives, too.
you think It is fairer that you should
risk your own safety rather than place
the lives of three innocent men in
danger?"
"That may be as It Is, my friends."
I
retorted, "and I am glad you realize
your danger. Keep It In mind, for in
case any of you should happen to feel
Inclined to notify the German authorities that I am in tills part of the country, think It over before you do so.
Remember alw.ijs that if the Germans
get me, they get tlie passport, too, and
If they get the passport your lives
When I tell
won't be worth n damn
the history of that clever little piece
of pasteboard, I will Implicate nil three
of you, and whoever Is working with
you, und as I tun an officer I rather
think my word will be taken before
yours. Wood night !"
The bluff evidently worked, because
I was able to get out of the city without molestation from the Germans.
t have never seen these men since.
I hope I never shull, because I am
afraid I might lie tempted to do something for which I might otherwise bu
sorry.
I do not mean to imply Hint all. Belgians are like this. I had evidently
fallen Into tlie hands of a gang who
were endeavoring to make capital out
of the misfortunes of those who were
referred to them for help. In all countries there are bad us well as good,
and in a country which has stiffened so
much as poor Belgium it Is no wonder
If some of the survivors have lost their
sense of moral perspective.
I know thut the average poor peasant in Belgium would divide his scanty
rations with a needy fugitive sooner
than u wealthy Belgian would dole
out a morsel from his comparatively
larder. Perhaps the poor
have less to lose than the rich If their
generosity or charity is discovered by
the Huns.
There have been many Belgians shot
for helping escaped prisoners and nt,her
fugitives, und It is not to be wondered
ut that they are willing to take us few
chances as possible. A man with a
family, especially, does not feel Justified in helping a stranger when he
knows fhut he und his whole family
may be shot or sent to prison for their
pains.
Although I suffered much from the
attitude of Huyliger and his associates,
I suppose I ought to hold no grudge
against them in view of the unenviable
predicament In which they are In
themselves.

would prove far more effective in help-in- s
to got me to the frontier tliun the
one they hud manufaccounterfeit
tured for tne.
I think I saw through their game
right at the start, but I listened
to whut they had to say.
"Of course, you will have to return
to us tlie pussport we gave you before
we can give you the real one," suld
Huyllger's brother.
"I haven't the slightest objection," I
replied, "if tlie new passport is all you
claim for It. Will you let me see it?"
There was considerable hesitation on
tlie part of Huyllger's brother and the
other chap at this.
"Why, I don't think that's necessary
at all, Mr. O'Brien," suid tlie former.
"You give us the old passport and we
will be very glad to give you the new
one for it. Isn't thut fair enough?"
"It muy lie fair enough, my friends,"
I retorted, seeing thut it was useless to
conceal further the fact that I was
fully uwure of their whole plan and
why I had been brought to this house.
"It muy be fair enough, my friends," I
said, "but you will get the pussport
thut I have here," muting my side and
Indicating my inside breast pocket,
"only off my dead body!"
I suppose the three of them could
have made short work of me then and
there If they had wanted to go the
limit, and no one would ever have
been the wiser, but I had gone through
,
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(TO BE CONTINUED.)

WORSE HAS HELPING

HAND FOR ALL

Small Girl's Efforts to "Fudge" on
Remark Could Not Be
Called Successful.

Red Cross Most Appropriately

A number of women were discussing
Liberty bonds one afternoon in a neighbor's house. Almost unnoticed a little
..i,.i,iwr elrl had entered. At tnis
exclaimed :
point In the discussion she
"Well, my. aunt says sne nugiii jusi
as well buy a Liberty bond as to be

Stretching forth her hands to all in
need ; to Jew or Gentile, black or
white, knowing no favorite, yet favoring all.
Iteady and eager to comfort nt a
time when comfort is most needed ;
helping the little home that's crushed
beneath an iron hand by showing
mercy in a healthy, human way; rebuilding it, in fact, with stone on
stone ; replenishing empty bins and
empty cupboards; bringing warmth to
hearts and hearths too loug neglected.
Seeing all things with a mother's
sixth sense that's blind to jealousy and
meanness; seeing men In their true
light, as naughty children snatching,
biting, biter but with a hidden side
that's quickest touched by mercy.
Reaching out her hands across the sea
to No Man's Land; to cheer with
warmer comforts thousands who must
stand and wait in stenched and crawlentrenching holes and
ments where cold and wet bite deeper,
so they write, than Boche steel or lead.
She's warming thousands, feeding,
healing thousands from her store; the
greatest mother In the world the Red
Cross. Warren Anderson In "Packages."

taxed!"

Her remark caused' a good bit of
comment. One guest, who has a son In
the service, became very indignant,
and exclaimed:
'The ideal Buvlng a bond to es
cape taxation! That's pntriotlsm for
you! That makes me tlrea anyooay
able as she is to buy bonas, or any
thing."
With that last remark tne speaKer
"flew" out of the house.
The little girl, beholding the strife
and bad feeling she had stirred up,
to "fudge" on her remark, ex
who
plaining that it wasn't her aunt wommade the remark, but some other
an The neichbor women held her to
her first remark, and were making it
wnen
pretty "warm" for the little girl,
she finally burst out with :
Well, vou don t know how much It
costs my aunt to live; anil how much
its costs her to take that trip to Ni
agara Falls!"
The laugh with wnioji tne women
this Innocent remark was suf
ficient to send the loyal and innocent
girl running from the room. Truly, her
lines had not fallen in pleasant
places" that afternoon.

ril

nated as the "Greatest
in the World."

water-soake-
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POLICY

DESCRIBED

Head of Department That Administers:
Federal Aid Act Tells of
Highway Problem.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
Governmental agencies dealing with
highway problems fully recognize the
vltul military and economic importuace
of the country's roads, according to a
letter from Sepretary of Agriculture
Houston to Arthur H. Fleming, chief of
the state councils section, council of
national defense.
The secretary, whose department administers the federal aid road act,
stated also that the government recognizes that It is necessury to construct,
reconstruct or mulntuln roads essen-tifor military and vital economic
purposes und to defer action on roads
not of this class ; and that tt Is desirable, wherever possible, to use locul
muterlals for road building and maintenance In order to relieve railroad
traflic.
Important highways, as described in
the secretary's letter, include only
those utilized, or to be utilized, by the
military establishment, those which
carry a considerable volume of materials and supplies essential to war industries, and those which have a bearing on the production and distribution
of food supplies, connecting population and shipping centers with surrounding agricultural areas.
Attention Is called to the formation
of the United States highways council.
This body was suggested by the secrefederal agencies intary to
The
terested In highway problems.
council Is made up of a representative
each from the department of agriculture, the war department, the railroad
administration, the fuel administration
und the war industries boards. It will
form a unified agency for dealing, on
behalf of the federal government, with
highway construction, maintenance and
policies. It will, of course, through the
office of public roads and rural engineering of the department, continue
the close contact already established,
both formally by law and Informully
by practice, with the state highway
commission In each state.
The office of public roads and rural
engineering and the highways council
will actively consider the supply, for
highway purposes, of road oils, asphalts and other bituminous road
materials controlled by the fuel ad- -
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Making Needed Repairs.

ministration, and the matter of priority production for highway materials
controlled by the war Industries board.
They will also, In contact with tbe
railroad, administration, aid in securing, so far as practicable, facilities for
the transportation of road materials
and supplies. Furthermore; the office
of public roads and rural engineering
will act as the medium for furnishing
Information and assistance on highway
problems, especially to state highway
authorities in meeting tbe various difficulties which they encounter.
When the United Stutes entered the
war the work of planning stute high
way systems, so' that, as far as necessary and feasible, they would connect
with the systems of other states, war
well under way. This resulted from
efforts to administer tbe federal aid
road act, so that the roads of vital importance for economic, military and
other purposes should first be dealt
with. The federal aid road act inexpendivolving an aggregate
ture, directly and from state and local
funds, of $1(30,000,000 In addition to at
least $200,000,000 spent independently
each year by the states provides that
the states must maintain tbe roads
and that before any money can be expended the roads must be selected and
approved and plans, specifications and
contracts submitted.
The secretary also calls attention to
the fact that road engineers have been
provided by the department for each
of the army cantonments and for work
on roads elsewhere in which military
authorities were interested.
five-ye-
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Bad Tim

for Road Work.

If the working of the roads Is deferred until the latter part of the summer when tbe surface is baked dry
and hard, they are not only difficult
to 'work, but the work is unsatisfactory when done.
Dispose of 8torm Water.
Storm water should be disposed of
quickly before it has had time to penetrate deeply into the surface of the
road. This can be done by giving the
road a crown or slope from the center
to the sides.
Simple, Efficient and Cheap.
Because of its simplicity, efficiency
and cheapness, the split-lo- g
drag or
some similar device Is destined to
eome into more and more general use.

Russian Sturgeon Fisheries.
Sturgeon of various species are especially abundant In Russia, where the
sturgeon fisheries are of great value.
Dangerous Practice.
The flesh Is eaten' when fresh, hut la
Feeding dead animals to hogs Is a
chiefly used In the preserved form, eicommon practice, but it is a dangerous
ther smoked or salted. More than
i ne, as the hogs may contract disease.
fish are sometimes caught at
single fishing station during the upGreen Food for Poultry.
stream migration, which lasts ror
If cabbage heads are cut off instead
fortnight. The eggs are removed la
quantity from the ovaries and sepa nf pulled, new leaves come out and
furnish good green food for poultry.
rstely prepared as "caviar."
10,-0-

Culinary Camouflage.
Our first recollection of the art of
camouflage la the way they used to
put a nice brown meringue on top of
the bread pudding, "making It look like
aomethinc stood. .Ohio State Journal.
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"Your Lives Won't Be Worth a Damn."

GO.O
ROADS

m

of saw, hammer and hatchet, the ordnance department has worked to provide something a little better in every
case, from poison gas and gas masks to
machine guns and
shrapnel.
BY
The light Browning, also known as
.
the "nutnmatlc rifle," requires no coolD. D.,
(By Rev. V. U. KITZWATKit,
ing apparatus, because In lis tuctlcnl
Teacher of English Bible in the Moody
Remarkable New Tool Better use In battle as a tool it will be called
Bible Instituted Chicago.)
upon only for what are known as
ICupyrtichl, WIS, by Western Srwpper I nlim.)
Than Anything of Its Type.
"bursts of firing." It Is n remurkulile
new tool, better than anything of Its
LESSON FOR SEPTEMBER 22
particular type yet developed, nnd difIn everything you do. aim to excel;
Stoppage of waste and taking up of
DIFFERENT FROM ANY OTHER ferent from every other weapon in the slack
will yield a large part of' our
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he United State, or of any foreign
country, pateota, patent fiftlita, liccuacs and
privileges, inventions, improvements tad
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row money,
execute notes, bonds, mortgages, deedi of trust, to secure the same,
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mortgages, notes, shares of capital stock
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and all rights, powers and priviflijes of individual owners, including the right to
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THE MOST OBSTINATE CASKS

Boy Scoat Win Medal
At a special and interesting meeting held last Sunday at Roy. under
the leadership of Rol Hall. Scout
Master, Lester Ploersheim was presented with the medal awarded the
Boy Scout selling the most Liberty
Loan Bonds in that city.
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